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Abstract. We investigate the connections between the "global" structure of a

Banach space (i.e. the existence of certain finite and infinite dimensional de-

compositions) and the geometrical properties of the closed convex bounded sub-

sets of such a space (i.e. the existence of extremal and other topologically distin-

guished points). The global structures of various—supposedly pathological—

examples of Banach spaces constructed by R. C. James turn out to be more

"universal" than expected. For instance James-tree-type (resp. James-matrix-

type) decompositions characterize Banach spaces with the Point of Continuity

Property (resp. the Radon-Nikodym Property). Moreover, the Convex Point of

Continuity Property is stable under the formation of James-infinitely branching

tree-type "sums" of infinite dimensional factors. We also give several counterex-

amples to various questions relating some topological and geometrical concepts

in Banach spaces.

Introduction

One of the basic problems in infinite dimensional Banach space theory is the

study of the interrelations between the "global" and the geometrical structures

of a Banach space. Here is an example of such a—still unresolved—problem:

Given a Banach space A with a Schauder basis, what global conditions on

such a basis insure that every closed bounded subset of X has an extreme point?

A well-known sufficient condition is that the basis be boundedly complete

since in such a case, A is isomorphic to a separable dual by a classical result

of James [LT, p. 9] and these spaces have a rich extremal structure by a re-

sult of Bessaga-Pelczynski [DU, p. 209]. However the pathological .¿^-spaces

constructed by Bourgain-Delbaen [BD] show that the situation is much more

complicated and that the above-mentioned condition on the basis is far from

being necessary. More recently, Bourgain and Rosenthal [BRI] initiated the

study of some geometrical structures that are implied by much weaker types of

finite dimensional decompositions. They introduce the notions of " / -skipped"

and "boundedly complete skipped" blocking finite dimensional decompositions
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(see definitions below). They show that the first type of decompositions implies

the Radon-Nikodym Property (R.N.P) (equivalently, every bounded closed set

has an extreme point) while the second type implies the Point of Continuity

Property (P.C.P) (equivalently, every bounded closed set has a point of weak

to norm continuity). In [GM1] the two first-named authors showed that in the

latter case the converse also holds true. Actually, the following theorem was

established. We refer to the end of the introduction for the relevant definitions.

Theorem (A) [GM1]. For a separable Banach space X, the following assertions

are equivalent:

( 1 )   X has the Point of Continuity Property (P.C.P).

(2) X has a boundedly complete skipped blocking finite dimensional decom-

position.

(3) There exists a compact G ̂ embedding of X into Hubert space.

Our aim in §1 of this paper is to make this result more precise and to give its

analogue in the case of Banach spaces with the Radon-Nikodym Property. For

that, we introduce the 3 mes-tree type (JT-type) and the James-matrix type (JM-

type) decompositions of a Banach space into finite dimensional components.

The terminology is suggested by the facts (proved in §1) that spaces with the

P.C.P have a structure very much like the predual of James-tree space [LS] while

spaces with the R.N.P have a structure similar to a space of infinite matrices on

which a James space-like norm is defined.

In §11 we start the study of various types of decompositions of Banach spaces

into infinite dimensional factors. Our interest in this setting was triggered by the

space JfT^ (or B^ ) constructed in [GM1]. It is shown there that this space

fails to have the P.C.P even though it has:

(a)   A boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition into (infinite di-

mensional) complemented Hilbert spaces.

(ß)   A (noncompact) G5-embedding into Hilbert space.

Moreover, it was shown in [GMS] that this space has the so-called:

(y)   Convex Point of Continuity Property (C.P.C.P): that is every closed

bounded and convex set has a point of weak to norm continuity .

So the question arose whether a result analogous to Theorem (A) and relating

(a), (ß) and (y) might hold in full generality. In other words, what can be

said when the factor spaces are well behaved but infinite dimensional or when

the ^-embedding is not supposed to be compact. Do they correspond to the

case where only convex (bounded closed) sets have points of continuity?

Unfortunately, the situation turned out to be much more complicated in

this "infinite dimensional" setting and a large part of this paper consists of

various counterexamples showing that these assertions ( (a), (ß) and (y) ) are

essentially incomparable. For instance, in §VI we construct a Banach space

denoted S^T^ that verifies (a) and (/>) but not (y) which means that even

the C.P.C.P is not stable under "boundedly complete skipped blocking sums".
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On the other hand, in §11 we give two positive results: First, the stability

of the Radon-Nikodym property under " / -skipped blocking sums" even when

the factors are infinite dimensional. This is an easy extension of the Bourgain-

Rosenthal result mentioned above [BRI]. Secondly, we consider the geometri-

cal concept of strong regularity studied in [GGMS], i.e. every closed convex

bounded set has convex combinations of slices of arbitrarily small diameter.

This notion is strictly weaker than the C.P.C.P (see §VI) but unlike the other

related notions, it has the advantage of being stable under "boundedly complete

skipped blocking sums".

While searching for the type of decomposition that is compatible with the

C.P.C.P, we were led to the apparently stronger concept of Uniform Convex

Point of Continuity Property (Uniform C.P.C.P). This notion is introduced and

studied in §111 where we show, for instance, that it is implied by the P.C.P.

We then prove, in §IV, that it is actually stable under James-type ( JT^-type)

decompositions which again is a strengthening of the notion of boundedly com-

plete skipped blocking decomposition. As a consequence we obtain that all

preduals Jt T^ n of the iterated James-tree spaces constructed in [GM2] have

the uniform C.P.C.P, even though JtTx2 does not Gs -embed in l2 and cannot

have a boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition into complemented

reflexive spaces. Hence (y) implies neither (a) nor (ß).

In §V, we answer negatively a question of G. Godefroy by showing that

the dual JT* of (the original) James-tree space which does not have the R.N.P

actually possesses the so-called w*-Convex Point of Continuity Property

(C t P.C.P): every w* compact convex subset has a point of weak* to norm

continuity. In the terminology of [DGHZ], this means that JT is a Phelps

space without being an Asplund space.

In §VI, we construct the space St 77^ already mentioned above. It is shown,

among other things, that its double dual ST^ is strongly regular without having

the C „ P.C.P. This means that the class of Phelps spaces lies strictly between

the class of Asplund spaces and the class of Banach spaces not containing an

isomorphic copy of /, .

We shall now recall the definitions of the needed concepts. Most of the

geometrical ones were already defined above. However, other characterizations

and reformulations of these notions will be needed throughout this paper, for

more details about the Radon-Nikodym Property (R.N.P) we refer to [DU, GM1

and GM3]. For the Point of Continuity Property (P.C.P) we refer to [BRI, EW

and GM1]. The Convex Point of Continuity Property (C.P.C.P) was introduced

in [B1 ]. The concept of strong regularity is developed in the memoir of [GGMS].

Here are some of the needed finite or infinite dimensional decompositions.

The concepts of J-type, JT-type and JT^-type decompositions will be intro-

duced later on and after some motivational examples.

Let (Xn)f=x be a sequence of closed subspaces of a Banach space A. Recall

that the sequence (Xn)°f=x  is called a Schauder decomposition of A if every
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x e X has a unique representation x = Yff=\ x„ > where xn e Xn for all n .

The decomposition is boundedly complete if, for every sequence (xn)f=x with

xneXn the series Yff=\xn converges whenever (|| ¿3"=i ̂ /ID^li is bounded.

The sequence (Xn)f=x   is an / -decomposition if there is some ô > 0 with

|| ¿~2l=\ x,ll - <5 S"=i Wx¡\\ ̂ or every finite sequence (xi)"=x with x; e Xj.

For a sequence (Xn)°f=x of closed subspaces of X and m < n denote by

X[m,n] the closure of the span of (Xf"=m , and [Xn]neA the closure of the

span of (Xn)n€A for A c A. With this notation we recall that the a sequence

(AM)^, of closed (not necessarily finite-dimensional) subspaces of a Banach

space A is a boundedly complete (resp. / ) skipped blocking decomposition of

X provided:

(ii)   A„ n [Xm]mén = {0} for « e N, and

(iii) if (mk)f=x and (nk)f=x are sequences in N such that mk < nk + 1 <

wA:+1   for all /c, then the sequence  Yk = X[mk,nk]  is a boundedly

complete (resp. / ) Schauder decomposition of its closed linear span.

If the subspaces Xn are also complemented in A we shall say that (Xfff=x is

a complemented boundedly complete (resp. / ) skipped blocking decomposition

of X.
Concerning the topological properties we recall that a one-to-one bounded lin-

ear operator 77: X —> Y is said to be a G ̂ -embedding (resp. an Hô-embedding)

if for any closed bounded subset F of I we have that T(F)\T(F) = \JnKn,

where each Kn is norm closed (resp. closed and convex). T is said to be

a semiembedding (resp. a Tauberian embedding) if the image of the unit ball

(resp. every closed convex bounded subset) of A is closed in Y. For more

details about these notions we refer to [BR2 and GM1].

A slice of a bounded subset C of a Banach space A is a set of the form

5 = S(x*, C, a) = {x e C : x* (x) > supc x* - a} , where x* e X* and a > 0 .

By an A-valued martingale (Mfff=x we mean a sequence of finitely val-

ued random variables adapted to an increasing sequence of er-fields (A?f)°f=x

on [0,1] equipped with Lebesgue measure X, such that that for each n,

fA Mn+{ dX = jA Mn dX for all A in AFn .
Most of our examples will be spaces of functions defined on trees. We

shall distinguish the tree T = \jf=x{Ç>, 1}    with finitely many branching points

and the tree T^ = U¡uoN¿ w^th infinitely many branching points. If t =

(nx,n2, ... ,nk) e T (or T^) we denote |/| = k and for j < k we set

t\  = (nx,n2, ... , nf . The partial order on T (or 77^ ) is defined by s < t if

|s| < |/| and s = t.,. For each element (nk)k in {0,1} (or N ) we associate

the branch y = {</.,(«,),(«, ,nf), ...,(«, ,n2 , ... ,nf), ...} c T (or T^). Set

y\k = (nx,n2, ... ,nk) e T (resp. 77^ ). A segment in T (or Tx ) is a subset

{t0,t2,...,tj of T (resp. T^ ) with *„</,< ••• < t„ and \tf = \tQ\ + k

for k = 0,1, ... ,n .
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For unexplained notations or terminology we refer the reader to the books

[DU and LT].

I. James-matrix and James-tree type

FINITE DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS

Recall the definition of James-tree space JT (cf. [LS]): It is the completion

of the space of simple functions on the binary tree T = U^oi^ » 1}" equipped

with the norm

x\\JT = sup<i

(

E¡=ites,

2\

J

1/2

: S. , ... ,S   disjoint segments of T

Note that JT has a (unique) predual B = JfT which equals the closed span

of the coefficient functionals (e*)ter in JT*. The space B is—as we shall see

in a sense made precise below—the typical example of a separable Banach space

having P.C.P but failing R.N.P.

On the other hand, in order to get a typical example of a separable Banach

space having R.N.P, we need to consider the space JM = I (J), where J is

the usual James space [LT, p. 25] which is obtained by completing the space

of simple functions on N with respect to the norm

,       .00

(*„)„= Hiy sup<

(

E
1=1

1/+1-1

EXn

2\ 1/2

J

1 < nx < n2 < <nm+x,keN

The letters JM stand for "James-matrix" space as one easily checks that we

may represent JM as the completion of the space of finitely supported lower

triangular matrices ((x n)°^n)^l, equipped with the norm

,2\   1/2

IK(*;.«CXilU/ = suPl
(
E¿=iE     Xj,n

U,n)eS¡

Sx, ... ,S   disjoint segments of M

where M = {(j ,n): n < j ; j,n€N}çNxN and where a segment S of M

is a vertical strip of the form S = {(j ,n),(j + I ,n), ... ,(j + k ,n)} for some

integers n > 1 , j > n and k > 0.

Clearly JM has a (unique) predual JtM = l (Jt) formed by the closed span

of the coefficient functionals ((e¡ n)°f„)flx in JM*. Note that JM*/JtM is

isometric to the separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space / . In particular
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7, M has the Radon-Nikodym property as it is a subspace of the separable dual

JM*.

The spaces JfT and JtM have obvious finite dimensional decompositions:

In the case of JfT the 2"-dimensional spaces Xn = span{c,: \t\ = n},

n = 0,1,2, ... , and in the case of JtM, the «-dimensional spaces Xn =

span{cn k: I < k < n}, n = 1,2, ... .

These finite dimensional decompositions have special properties that we shall

isolate in the subsequent definition.

The main purpose of this section is to show that the existence of decompo-

sitions of the above types actually characterizes separable Banach spaces with

P.C.P and R.N.P respectively.

Definition 1.1. A sequence (Xn)°f=x of finite dimensional subspaces of a Banach

space A is called

(a) a JT-type decomposition of X if

(i) (Xn)f=x  is a boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition

of A with associated projections pn : X i-+ Xn, and

(ii) there are elements ((y^lfZi  in x* > ll^ll =J > V« e lXJm*n
such that for every x** e X** with coordinates xn = p*n*(x**) the condition

k
(1) liminf max (x ,y )<0

n^oc   l<k<m„     "      "

implies that there is an x e X, \\x\\ < \\x**\\, such that pn(x) = xn for every

«€N.
(b) a JM-type decomposition of X if it is a JT-type decomposition and in

addition condition ( 1 ) may be replaced by

(2) lim inf(x„, y„ ) < 0   for each k e N.

Note that in both cases we then get that liminfn^oomax,<i<m \(xn ,yn)\ =

0.

Remark 1.2. In the case of JfT we may choose mn = 2"+ and (yn)k=x to

consist of the coefficient functionals {e*},,,=n and {-e*},[,=n in JT. It follows

from the analysis of Lindenstrauss and Stegall [LS] that this choice fulfills the

requirements of JT-type decomposition for the above defined subspaces Xn of

JJ-

In the case of Jt M we may choose mn = 2n , yn ' = e* k and yn = -e* k

for 1 < k < n . In this case one easily verifies that the requirements are satisfied

for the above defined subspaces Xn of JmM.

Condition (a)(ii) in the above definition translates in the case of JfT into

the following: An element x** of JT*, identified with a function on T, does

not belong to /_ T if and only if there is one of the uncountably many branches

7 of T such that liminf;€„x*(/) > 0 or liminfie„ -x*(t) > 0. In the case of

the James-matrix space, an element x**  of JM*, identified with a function
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on N x N, does not belong to JtM if and only if there is one of the countably

many columns ((n,k))flk of N x N such that liminfn^oox**(n ,k) > 0 or

lim infn^oo -x**(n,k)>0.

Note that we do not assume in the above definition that (Xn)n forms a

Schauder decomposition for the space X. However, if they do (as in the case

of the above defined decompositions for Jt T and J„M), the situation becomes

easier as we shall summarize in the following:

Proposition 1.3. Let (Xn)n be a finite dimensional monotone Schauder decom-

position for a Banach space X. The following conditions are then equivalent:

(a) (Xn)n is a boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition.

(b) (Xn)n isa JT-type decomposition.

(c) There exist norm-one elements ((yn)flf)n inX* with yn e [Xm]m_¿n

such that whenever (xn)n is a sequence with xneXn, supn || J2"=] x¡\\ <

oo and liminf/j_(0omax1<A:<m (xn,yn) < 0, then the series Yf¡l\x¡

norm converges in X.

Proof. Clearly (c) => (b) => (a). For the converse note first that if (Xn)n is a

boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition which is also a Schauder

decomposition and if x  6 A   are such that

lim sup

n

E*,i=i
< oo   and    liminf ||x„|| = 0,

then ^2°lxXj converges in norm. Indeed, let (nk)f=x be a strictly increasing

sequence such that \\xn || < 2~    and let yk = Yl"f¡~+X xk ■

By definition, ¿~2f=xyk converges and therefore Yff=x(yk + x„.) converges

too. By the assumption that (Xf)n is a Schauder decomposition, we infer that

I7J°° i xi a^so converges.

To prove that (a) implies (b) or (c) note that [Xm\mr/tn   ¿-norms Xn hence

it contains vectors (yn)'kA\x which ^-norm Xn. Given x** in A** with coor-

dinates xn =p*n*(x**) we have

k
liminf ||x„ || = 0   if and only if    liminf  max  (x v )<0.

n~oo   "   »" n^oo   [<k<mf   n   n ' ~

By the above argument we conclude that under this assumption YffL\x„

norm-converges to some x e A. It is then easy to verify that ||x|| < ||x**||.

Remarkl.4. In the case when (Xn)n fails to be a Schauder decomposition (i.e.,

(||p„||)„ is not bounded) the situation is more complicated: If (Xf)n is a JT-

type decomposition and x** e X** with coordinates xn = p**(x**) satisfying

condition 1.1(1) then the norm convergence of YffL\ xn ^oes not ^°^ m 8en"

eral.

An easy example goes as follows: Write X = / as A = ©~ , Zn, where

the Zn 's are 2-dimensional mutually orthogonal subspaces spanning /  . Now
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split Zn into Zn = X2n_x © X2n where X2n-i an(* X2n are one-dimensional

subspaces of Zn and such that the projections nn:Zn^ X2n with ker(^n) =

X2n_x satisfies ||7rn||>«.

For example, one may take Zn = span(c2n_, ,e2n), X2n_x = span(c2n_,) and

X2n = span(c2i|1 + 2~"e2n), where (e )    is the unit vector basis of l2 . Clearly

{X„)°fL\ fails to be a Schauder decomposition of / but one quickly verifies

that (Xn)f=] is a boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition: Indeed

if (nk)f=x is strictly increasing and yk e span{A.: nk < i < nk+l} then (yk)fLx

is an orthogonal sequence in / .

Clearly (Xfff=x is a JT-type (even a JM-type) decomposition of / since the

latter is reflexive. (There is even no need for choosing the yn 's.) Also note that

the sequence defined by x2n_x = -e2n-\ ana" xin ~ e2n-\ + ^~"e2n f°r n e ^

is such that the series Yff=\ xn ^oes not converge in norm.

However, we can make the following remark about the convergence of YL xn '■

If (xn)T=\ 1S a JT-type decomposition and xn = p*f(x**) satisfies 1.1(a), we

let Y be the subspace of X* spanned by the annihilators ([Xm]m¿n)f=x ■ It is

clear that Yff=x xn converges to x in the a(X, Y) topology. We shall see in

1.14 that Y is a norming subspace of X*.

The main result of this section is Theorem 1.7. A proof can be obtained by

combining the arguments in Theorem II. 1 of [GM1] with those of Theorem

IV.7 of [GM3]. However, we shall give here a proof based on an appropriate

embedding of the Banach space X into a space with a basis (Proposition 1.5)

that is a refinement of a result in [JRZ] and which might be of independent

interest.

Denote A = {-1, + 1}N and, for / e N, A(. = {-1, + 1}'. Let p (resp.

pt ) be the normalized Haar-measure on A (resp. A(. ). For i e N (resp. for

/', > /,  in N) denote i:AhA   (resp.   v..   . : A,   >-► A, ) as the canonical
1    —      l ' l l     v r l\ ,12 l\ Í2

restriction map.

Proposition 1.5. Let X be a separable Banach space and let Y be a separable

norming subspace of X*. Identifying X with a subspace of Y* suppose that

there are weak*-compact subsets (Kf°f=x ofY* suchthat Y*\X = \Jf=xKj and

dist(A;, A) > e.j. > 0 for j e N.

Then there is an isometric embedding ¡iIh C(A) whose adjoint i* : J£(&)

h-> X* induces a quotient map, denoted q, from L (p) onto Y such that the

embedding q*: Y* ̂  L°°(A,p) verifies dist(q*(Kf ,C(A)) > ey/2 for ;eN.

Proof. Let 3¡ = (y„)~0 be norm-dense in the unit ball of Y, y0 = 0 and fix

a metric d on the unit ball of X* that induces the o(X*, X)-topology. Also

fix an element s0 of A.

Note first that for y* e Y* with dist(y*,A) > e > 0 and ö > 0 we may

find yne 3 such that d(yn ,0) < ô and (yn ,y*) > e . Indeed, we may find a
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finite dimensional subspace E ç A such that

E± = {ye Y: y\E = 0} ç {y e Y: d(y ,0) < ô).

As the image of y* in the quotient Y*¡E has norm larger than e, we may

find y e E± , \\y\\ < 1, such that (y ,y*) > e . Finally approximate y by some

yn e AAAAJ to get the desired conclusion.

We shall now inductively construct an increasing sequence (ik)f=x in N and

maps <pk : AJ. h+ A3 such that

(i) for k > 2,   d(tpk(t),tpk(t'))  < 2~k+l   for all  t,t' e Aik   verifying

*4,4-,« = 7W,(<')-

(ii) for re > 1, (3a.(A/a) contains a 2 (A:+1)-net of (ball(A*),¿) as well as

(iii) for k > 2 and 5 e A,

p¡k{teAlk: nik ¡k_ ft) = s and tpft) = tpk_fs)}

> (l-2-k)pik{teA¡k:n¡k¡kft) = s} = (1 ^"V*"1.

(iv) for k > 2, denoting sfc_, = 7r/jt_i(j0), we have pfc_,(jifc_,) = y0 = 0

and for 1 < /' < k - 1 and y* e K. there is t e A. ,n.       (t) = s.   ,
— J   — ' J 'k 'k Jk-i v   ' *-l

such that

(<Pk(t),y*) >e;.

To start the induction, find A large enough such that (y„)n<N forms a \-net

of (ball(A*) ,d) and let i, e N be large enough such that there is a surjection

tpx from A.   onto (vj^^.

If ik_x and ç?/t_1 are defined, fix 1 < j < k — 1 and y* e A . By the

observation above there is yn e S such that

(1) d(y n,0)<2'k

and

(2) (y„,/>>er

Note that inequality (2) holds true for all z* e Y* in a o(Y*, ^-neighbor-

hood of y*. By compactness we may find finitely many (n )Pk^x such that (1)

holds true for y„k,  1 < q < p, , and, for 1 < j < k - 1 and y* e K,,

(3) max (ynk,y*)>e .
l<Q<Pk        i J

We shall first define a map ipk on the atom As = {t eA: ni (t) = sk_x)

of A. Choose \pk : As _  i-> 2¡ in such a way that

-there is rk > ik_x such that ipk\As_ depends only on the first rk coordi-

nates of A,
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-ft{t e ASk_t : ipk(t) = 0} > (1 - 2~k).p(Asf ,

~nrfso) = nrft) implies that ipft) = 0,

-ipk(ASkfç{ye&:d(y,0)<2-k},

-ipJA,    ) contains a 2"(A:+1,-net of {y e 3l\ld(y ,0) < 2~k\, those ele-
K        ->k—\

ments of (y„)„<k such that d(yn,0) < 2"    as well as (ynkff=x .

Next, for s e A¡ _ , s f sk_x , define tpi on the atom As = {t e A: ni    (t) =

s} such that

-ipk\As depends only on finitely many coordinates of A,

-p{t e As: ipft) = <pk_x(s)} > (1 - 2~k)p(Af ,

-Vk(Afe{ye2:d(y,tpk_x(s))<2-k},

-y/k(Af contains a 2~<i+1)-net of {y e 3: d(y ,<pk_x(s)) < 2~ } as well as

those elements of (yn)n<k verifying d(yn, <pk_x(s)) < 2~k .

Finally define \pk on all of A by its values on the atoms (Afs€A      and let

ik > rk be large enough so that ipk depends only on the coordinates {I, ... ,ik}

of A, i.e. ipk = tpk o nL for a map <pk : A; ¡-^ AA2A . One quickly verifies that yk

satisfies (i)-(iv) above. This completes the inductive step.

Considering again \pk = <pk ° iti   note that by (i)  \pk converges uniformly

towards a continuous function

ip: A^(ball(X*),d).

For n0 e N we infer from (ii) that yn   is in the range of tpn   and we obtain

from (iii) that

(4) p{¥ \yj}> no-2-")
,«>«o

2  '"° > 0.

Whence, for every n e N,  ip takes the value yn  on a set of positive p-

measure. In particular range(^) 2 31 and, as it is w*-compact, we have

(5) range(y/) = ball(A*).

Defining i':Jh C(A) by x i-> x o ip, we obtain an isometric embedding in

view of (5). Denote by q the restriction of the adjoint map i* to L (A,p).

From (4) we obtain that

(6) q(ball(Ll(p)))D3.

On the other hand

(7) <7(ball(L1(A)))çball(r).

Indeed, from (iii) we infer again that, for «0 e N

p{ip-l(range(tpj)}> [¡(1-2"").

n>n0
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As range(tpn ) is a (finite) subset of 3 and the right-hand side above tends to

1 when n0 —» oo we conclude that

(8) p{ip-\3))=l,

which readily implies (7). Combining (6) and (7) we have shown that q is

a quotient map from L (p) onto Y and therefore q* : Y* i-+ L°°(p) is an

isometric embedding. We shall now show that, for j e N and y* e K.

(9) dist(i*(/),C(A))>e./2.

First note that it follows from (8) that q*(y*) = y* o ip in the sense that the

function y* o \p on A is a representative of the element q*(y*) of L°°(A,/i).

To show (9) it will suffice to prove that, for every neighborhood V of sQ, the

function y* o ip takes values larger than e. and others less than or equal to 0

on subsets of V of strictly positive /¿-measure.

Note that V contains, for some k e N, an atom

By (iv) and once again (iii) we may find subsets B. and 7?, of A.      of strictly
1 Z sk—l

positive //-measure such that

teBx ^(ip(t),y*)=0,        teB2^(y/(t),y*) >Ej.

This proves (9) and therefore the proposition.

Remark 1.6. Note that in the construction above, we get that for each y*

in Kj, the function y* o tp has a discontinuity at any point s0 e A which

has been initially fixed. Also note that, with a little more care in the above

construction, one may replace the conclusion dist(g*(A ) ,C(A)) > e/2 by

dist(q*(Kf,C(A))>e.

Theorem 1.7. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then:

(a) A has the P.C.P if and only if it has a JT-type decomposition.

(b) X has the R.N.P if and only if it has a JM-type decomposition.

Proof. We first show that the existence of a JT-type (resp. JM-type) decompo-

sition is a sufficient condition for A to have the P.C.P (resp. the R.N.P). In

the first case this follows directly from [BRI] as a JT-type decomposition is in

particular a boundedly complete skipped blocking finite dimensional decompo-

sition.

In the second case this also follows easily from the characterization of R.N.P

spaces in terms of w* - H¿-sets [GM3, Theorem 1.8]: If X has a JM-type

decomposition, let Y be the space spanned by ([Xm]m¿n)n*Lx in X*. By Lemma

1.15 below, the restriction mapping defines an isomorphic embedding j: X t-*

Y*.   An element y* e Y*   is in   Y*\j(X)  iff there is  / e N,  a > 0 and
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w G N such that (y* ,y') > a for n > m . Hence we may write Y*\j(X) as a

countable union of w*-compact convex sets:

Y*\J(X)=\J  (J   [J   n{/er*:(/,^)>a}.
ieN n>0 meN n>m

So ;(A) is then aw*- //¿-subset of Y* and therefore A has R.N.P. [GM3,

Theorem 1.8].

Suppose now conversely that X has P.C.P (resp. R.N.P). We do the proof

simultaneously for the two cases since most of the construction will be identical.

By [GM3, Theorem IV.8] we may find a separable norming subspace Y of X*

and o(Y* ,Y) compact (resp. convex u;*-compact in the case of R.N.P) subsets

(Kj)°f=x of Y* suchthat

(i)   Y*\X = \J°f_xKj;
(ii)   dist(Kj,X)>ej>0.

Here we identify X with an isometric subspace of Y*.

By Proposition 1.5 we may find an isometric embedding j of A into a

space E with a monotone basis (e*)°lx such that j* induces a quotient map

q from B onto Y where B is the norm closed linear span of the biorthogonal

functionals (c()/ in E* in such a way that dist(q* (Kf, E) > sA2 .

We identify A, E and Y* isometrically with subspaces of B* . The inclu-

sions are given by the diagram:

Y* -îl-» B*

X   -►   E
j

On B* we define for n e N, the contractive projections n[l ,n]: B* >-► B* by

n[l ,n](z*) = Yfj=x z*(efe* ■ F°r n<m denote n[n, m] = n[l, m] - n[l ,n[

and n[n ,oo[= ld-n[l ,n[.

We shall first prove the following

Claim. Given j and n e N there is m > n such that, for every y* e K.,

\\n[n,m](y*)\\ >e,./4.

Indeed, for every y*0 e A , the distance of y*0  to E is larger than e^/2,

therefore  ||7r[« ,oo[(y*)|| > & A3.   Hence we may find m(yf) > n  such that

ll^[»,w](j;Ô)ll > ej/4- Note now that Vy* = (y* e Kf \\n\-n'm}(y*)\\ >

e 74} defines a relative weak-star neighborhood of y*Q in Ay. By compact-

ness and the monotonicity of the basis (c*)°°, we may find m > n such that

||7r[«,m](y*)|| > e./4 for all y* e A . The claim is proved.

We now start the inductive construction: Let (vk)f=x be a dense sequence in

A. Choose Xx to be a finite dimensional subspace of A containing vx . Find
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nx e N such that \\n[nx ,oo[(x)|| < 2~ ||x|| for x e Xx, and choose qx > nx

such that dist(7t[«, ,qx](Kf ,{0}) > ex/4.
For the inductive step suppose we have defined finite dimensional spaces

(Xf j<k and integers nx < qx < n2 < q2 < ■ ■ ■ < nk < qk such that

(i)   ||7r[«;,oo[(x)||<2-'||x|l if x e [Xj]j^ , l<i<k,

(ii)   n[l,q¡_2](x¡) = 0 if x,. e Xi, 3 < / < k,

(iii)   A, n ([A;];</) = {0} for 2 < i < k,

(iv)   7i[l,q¡_x](X) = n[l,q¡_x]([X]j£¡) for 2 < i < k,

(v)   dist(7T[«;, q¡](Kj), {0}) > e,/4 for 1 <;'</< k ,

(vi)   V¡ e [Xj]^ for 1 < / < k .

Using elementary linear algebra, we may find a finite-dimensional subspace

Xk+X such that (ii), (iii) (iv) and (vi) are satisfied with k replaced by k + 1.

Indeed, we may find finitely many elements {x,+ , ... ,x + } in A such that

if we denote Xk+X = span{xk+[, ... ,xpf1}, then n[l ,qk_x](Xk+x) = {0},

[Xj]j<knXk+x = {0} and n[l,qk]([XJ]^flx) = 7t[l,qk](X).
Clearly we may also assume in addition that vk+x e [X'.]j<k+x ■ Now find

nk+x e N, nk x > qk , such that (i) is satisfied and apply the above claim to find

qk+] e N, qk+x > nk+x , such that (v) holds true (with k replaced by k + 1 ).

This completes the inductive step.

To find the functionals (yJk)'"=x required in Definition 1.1 we now distinguish

the cases of R.N.P and P.C.P: If A has R.N.P we apply (v) and the Hahn-

Banach theorem to find, for k, j e N, 1 < j < k, elements zJk in the unit ball

of B such that z{ e [e,]f „   and
K       L  iJi=n¡í

inf (y*,zJk)>e/4.
y tAj

Denote by wk the restriction of zJk to Y* ; clearly wk e Y, \\wJk\\ < 1. Note

that because of (i) and (ii) the restriction of wk to [Xi]i,k + X has norm less than

2~k . Hence we may find y{ e Y, \\yJk\\ = 1, y[ e [X^k , \\wJk -yJk\\ < 2~k+l

such that

inf (y* ,y[) > (e/4 - \\K\\ ■ 2"*)/(l + 2~k).
y-eKj J J

In the case of P.C.P we proceed similarly but, instead of the Hahn-Banach

theorem, we apply a compactness argument to find finitely many (z'k)ffx in the

ball of B supported by [e]9k=n   suchthat

inf    max (v* ,z!) > £./4,        Kj<k.

Note that, contrary to the case of R.N.P, we have no control over the growth

of mk . Using the same perturbation argument as above we may find (yk)™lx

in the unit sphere of Y and orthogonal to [X ] .,k such that

inf    max {/ ,y[) >(s/4 - \\K\\ ■ 2"A')/(1 + 2~k).
EKj  l<i<mk ' Jy

The construction is completed.
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Let us verify that the conditions of a JT-type decomposition are satisfied:

Given x** e X** and xn = p*n*(x**) where (pn)f=x are the projections on

(*„)" i with kernels \Xm\m^n verifying pnpm = 0 if n ¿ m and p*y'n = y'n for

1 < i < mn . Let x e Y* be the restriction of x** to Y . Clearly ||x|| < ||x**||.

If x e F*\A then x € K   for some j: e N, i.e., in the case of P.C.P,

max (x,y'k)>(eA4-\\Ki\\-2~k)/(l+2'k)   for all k e N,
l<i<m( ' J

and in the case of R.N.P

(x,y{) > (e,/4 - ||A;.|| • 2~*)/(l + 2~k)   for all k e N.

In other words if condition (1) (resp. (2)) of Definition 1.1 holds true, then

x e X. Clearly x has the proper coordinates, i.e. Pk(x) = xk for k e N. We

have proved that (a)(ii) (resp. (b)(ii)) of Definition 1.1 is satisfied.

We still have to verify that (Xn)f=x is a boundedly complete skipped blocking

decomposition.

Clearly by (vi) the span of (Xn)f=x is dense in A. Let {cfff=x and {df°f=x

be positive integers such that c, < d, + I < c,,,  and z, e [X¡]A    such that
J J J<* J '   '~Cj

the partial sums s¡ = z, + • ■ • + z. stay bounded. Note first that (z)°î, is

a basic sequence. This easily follows form (i) and (ii) as z and z +1 are

essentially (i.e., up to an error, controlled by (i)) contained in the subspaces of

E spanned by the disjoint subsets (e*)fjx     and (e*)°l .,  respectively.

Note that c ^,-2> d  hence <?,„     ,, > n, . More explicitly, there are u  e X,
j+i        —    j ^(cJ+l-z) —a, r " 7

h, e span((e*)fj%fi+x), such that ||«y - zf\ < 2-d'\\zf\ .

Similarly as above we conclude that the o(Y*, y)-limit s of s lies in fact

in A as, for every j e N and  I < i < mn   ,  (s ,y'n  ) = 0. Hence YfT=\ z¡

converges in norm to 5. This shows that (Xn)°f=x is a boundedly complete

skipped blocking decomposition,   a

We now reformulate the above characterizations in terms of semiembeddings

into c0.

Definition 1.8. A one-to-one continuous linear operator S: X >-> c0(/) is called

(a) a JT-type injection if the index set /CNxN has a countable partition

(7n)^, with In = {(n, I),(n,2), ... ,(n,kn)) such that, whenever x** e X**,

the condition

** —** .     *# .
(3) lim infill S   (x* )||=0

/li—»OO

implies that there is an x e X, ||x|| < ||x**||, with S(x) = S**(x**).

Here nn : c0(I) >-> c0(In) denotes the canonical projection.
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(b) a JM-type injection if A is a JT-type injection and in addition (3) may

be replaced by

(4) liminf5'**(x**)(«,;)<0   and    liminf(-S** (x**)(n ,j)) <0
n—>oo n—*oo

for all j elS.

Remark 1.9. The archexamples of the above situation are the natural injections

Sj T: JfT h-> cQ(T) and SJM: JtM i-> c0(N x N) where we may choose In as

a reordering of {t: \t\ = n} in the first case and of {(«,/') G N x N: 1 < j < n}

in the second case.

Note that a JT-type injection (and therefore a JM-type injection) is necessar-

ily a semiembedding. Indeed, the closure of 5(ball(A)) equals the intersection

of A**(ball(A**)) with c0. If ||x**|| < 1 is such that A**(x") e c0 it follows

in particular from (3) that S**(x**) belongs to S(ball(A)) which is therefore

closed in c0.

Theorem 1.10. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then:

(a) X has the P.C.P if and only if there is a JT-type injection into c0.

(b) X has the R.N.P if and only if there is a JM-type injection into c0 .

Proof. Again the results of [GM1] and [GM2] easily imply that the existence

of a JT-type (resp. JM-type) injection is a sufficient condition for P.C.P (resp.

R.N.P): Find strictly positive scalars (A/)iG/ such that X)/e/ \X,\   < oo and let

D:c0(I)~l\l)

(xftei " (Wtei

be the diagonal map with weights Xt. The maps D as well as DS are com-

pact and one-to-one.    Note that the norm closure of DS(ball(A))   equals

D**S** (ball(X**)). In the case of P.C.P we may write

D   S   x    ; ||x   || < 1 and 3A e N, a > 0,
DS(ball(X))\DS(ball(X)) =

I s.t. for all n > N, \\n   S   (x   )\\ > a
** r-,**,

which one may write as a countable union of compact subsets of I2(I) and in

the case of R.N.P

D   S   x   : ||x   || < 1 and there îsmeN,

j e N, a > 0 and e = ± 1 s. t. V« > mDS'(ball(A))\/AS,(ball(A)) = {

eD**S**x**(n,j) >X(nj)a.

which one may write as a countable union of compact convex subsets of I2 (I).

Hence DS is a compact Gs (resp. Hs ) embedding and we are done by [GM1,

Theorems II. 1 and ULI].

Conversely suppose A has P.C.P (resp. R.N.P) and apply 1.7 to find a

JT-type (resp. JM-type) decomposition (Xn)f=x of X. Let (y'n)ffx be as in

Definition 1.1 and find supersets (y'n)f=x of (y'n)1fx where kn > mn   ||vj = 1 ,
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y'n e [Xm]miin  and such that (y'n))¿x  separate the points of Xn .   It follows

from Remark 1.16 below that the elements ((y'n)kf=x)f=x separate the points of

A.

Let / = \Jf=x((n, i)f=x)f=x and define the bounded linear operator:

S:X^ cfl)

It is easy to check that A is a JT (resp.  JM) injection.   D

Remark 1.11. One might ask which class of Banach spaces we obtain if we as-

sume the dimensions (dim(An))^, in Definition 1.1 of JT-type decompositions

to be uniformly bounded. We shall make this concept precise in Definition 1.12.

However, this class turns out to be too restrictive to characterize R.N.P. (see

Theorem 1.14).

Definition 1.12. A sequence (Xn)f=x of finite dimensional subspaces of a Ba-

nach space A is called a J-type decomposition if it is a JT-type decomposition

and in addition (din^AJ)^ is bounded.

Remark 1.13. The archexample of a Banach space A admitting a /-type de-

composition (into 1-dimensional spaces) is Jt, the predual of James space J .

Theorem 1.14. If a Banach X has a J-type decomposition then it is a isomorphic

to a dual Banach space.

Proof. Let Y be the closed linear span of ([Xm]mjln)f=x in X* and let j: A h->

Y* be the restriction map. Admitting the subsequent Lemma 1.15, the map j

is an isomorphic embedding. We shall show that 7(A) has finite codimension

in Y*. This will finish the proof as it is easy to show that such a subspace is

isomorphic to a dual space.

For each n e N, denote by Pn the quotient map Pn : X —> X/[Xm].n .

We may identify (X/,Xm]m f* isometrically with [Xm]m_¿n. Note that P*

takes its values in Y whence P** factors through Y*, thus defining maps on

Y * which we still denote by P„ : Y * *-► Xf, Y ,
J       n ' [X,„\m¿„

Let {{y'n)1fx)f=x be as in Definition 1.1. Note that the biorthogonality con-

dition y'n e [Am]^n implies that y'n = y'n o Pn . Hence y* e Y* belongs to A

if (and only if) liminfnMOo ||P„y*|| = 0.

Let d e N such that dim(An) = d for all n in an infinite subset A C N

(we shall in fact only use the hypothesis that liminfn^oo(dim(An)) < 00). For

iieN fix an isomorphism

/„ : Xf, y ,      1—> /,
«        ' [Xm]mri„ d

such that llzjl = 1 and (||/~ \\)°f=x is bounded by some constant M (by F.

John's lemma we may choose the isomorphisms such that M < d     ).
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We shall show that dim(Y* /j(X)) < d . Suppose to the contrary that y*, ... ,

y*d+x are d + 1 elements of Y* such that the images of {y¡)ff\ in Y*/j(X)

are linearly independent.

Let %A be a nontrivial ultrafilter on the set A and define

WJ = lf3inPn(y'j)-

,rf+l
Hence (wf).x  are d+l vectors in ld and we may find a nontrivial represen-

tation of 0, i.e. 0 = Yff( 1-jWj ■ Let y*0 = £j+J X}y*. Then

lim inf || Ply*) Il < M-lim
(d+l

ev; 0.

Whence y*ü e j(X), contrary to the above assumption.

We have shown that dim(Y* /j(X)) < d, thus finishing the proof.   D

Lemma 1.15. Let (Xn)f=x be a skipped blocking finite dimensional decomposi-

tion of a Banach space X. Then the space Y spanned by ([Am]^ ,n)f=x in X*

c-norms X for some c>0, i.e.

c||x||<sup{(x,y):j;e7,||y||< 1}.

Hence the restriction map j: X >-*Y* is an isomorphic embedding.

Proof. We shall first show that if (Xn)°f=x is a skipped blocking decomposition

then there is c > 0 such that the natural projections Q[l,n]: [Xm]m,n+X •-»

\-Xm\m<n verify Ilôt1 '"HI ^ c~' ■ For that> suppose that

limsup||Q[l ,n\\\ = +oo.
n—»oo

We shall construct by induction a strictly increasing sequence {nk)kx>=0 such

that if Zk = span{An}^ +2 the projections from Z = span{Zk}k>0 onto

span{Zk}k<n fail to be uniformly bounded, which contradicts the assumption

that (X )    is a skipped blocking decomposition.

Start the inductive construction by taking u0 = 0, m0 = 2 and suppose that

n0 < ■ ■ ■ < nk and mk> nk + I are defined.

Then for n > mk , the canonical projections

[n,l]' L    mhn^n+l ,m £ {n0 ,... ,nk) *"* >■   m'm<n ,m £ {n0 ,...,nk}

remain unbounded too.

Hence we may find nk+x > mk and mk , > nk+x + 1 such that

l«*+i.l]" *■   m\mínM ,m<mk+l ,m$ {no.nk} l-> 1   mlm<nk+, ,m £ {n0,... ,nk)

satisfies

l*[W]H>*
This completes the inductive step.
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Now let x0 e X, ||x0|| = 1 , and find for e > 0, « e N and x'0 e [Xm]m<n ,

||Xq|| = 1 such that ||x0 - Xg|| < e. Note that, for every z g [Am]m>í¡+2,

\\x'Q + z\\>c whence, denoting P[l,n+ 1]: A >->• X/[Xm]m>n+2 the canonical

quotient map, we obtain ||P[1,« + 1](Xq)|| > c and \\P[l, n + l](xQ)\\ > c - s .

Noting that P[l,n + 1]* defines an isometric embedding of (X/[Xm]m>   f)*

into [Xm]„>n+2  (which equals the span of ([XJ^fff we may find y e

[■^m\n>n+2> IMI = ^' sucn tnat (-"rj'^) > c — E. This clearly finishes the

proof.   D

Remark 1.16. It follows from Lemma 1.15 and under the same hypothesis that

the quotient maps P:Ih X/[Xm]m^n separate the points of A. As the "co-

ordinate projections" pn : X i-> Xn have the same kernel as the quotient maps

Pn , namely [Xm]m^n, we conclude that the coordinate projections (pn)f=x also

separate the points of A .

Remark 1.17. In view of Theorem 1.14, one may ask whether there exists a

"growth condition" on the dimension of the factors in a JT-type decomposition

which insures that the space has the R.N.P. Note that the James-matrix space de-

fined above may suggest that the condition liminfí¡_JOo(dim(A/))/«) < oo is suf-

ficient. Unfortunately this is not the case. Indeed, for each increasing sequence

of integers (nk)k tending to +oo, one can construct a Banach space A failing

the R.N.P but having a JT-type decomposition (Xf)k such that dim(Xf) = nk

for each í:eN.

II. Boundedly complete and /'-skipped blocking

INFINITE DIMENSIONAL DECOMPOSITIONS

We start this section by establishing the following stability result for "strong

regularity".

Theorem ILL If a Banach space X admits a complemented boundedly complete

skipped blocking decomposition into strongly regular subspaces (Xn)n then X is

strongly regular.

The proof will follow from a more general principle that we emphasize since

it might be of independent interest: Let us say that a property (P) on Banach

spaces is stable under Gs-embeddings (resp. stable under l2-sums) if whenever

77: A ^ y is a Gs-embedding and Y has (P) (resp. if X = (E„0^„)/2

and each Xn has (P) ) then A has the property (P). Similarly, we can define

stability under boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition.

We have the following.

Proposition II.2. If (P) is a property on Banach spaces that is stable under

G&-embeddings and l2-sums, then (P) is stable under the formation of comple-

mented boundedly complete skipped blocking decompositions.

The proof of the above proposition follows immediately from the following

fact established in [GM2, Proposition II.4].   If (Xn)f=x   is a complemented
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boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition for a Banach space X,

then there exists a G¿ -embedding from A into (¿~2^Li^Xn)l2.

Theorem II. 1 follows then from Proposition II.3 and II.4 below.

Proposition II.3. Strong regularity is stable under l2-sums.

Proof. Recall that A is strongly regular iff for every closed, convex, bounded

C ç A the set of S.C.S-points of C is norm-dense in C [GGMS, III.6]. Recall

that a point x e C is an S.C.S-point if it is contained in convex combinations

of slices of arbitrarily small diameter, i.e. for e > 0, there are slices Sx, ... ,Sn

of C such that x G «~'(5, +--- + Sn) and diam(n~l(Sx + ■■■ + Sn)) < e.

Let (Xn)flx be a sequence of strongly regular spaces, A = (Yff=x ®Xn)2

and C closed and convex in A with ||C|| = sup{||x||: x G C} = 1 . Denote

Cn = ;t[l,n](C), where  7t[l,«]  denotes the natural projection of A onto

One easily checks that a finite product of strongly regular spaces is strongly

regular. Hence we may find an n0 e N and an S.C.S-point z0 of Cn such

that ||z0|| > 1 - e for e > 0. Let Sx, ... ,Sp be slices of Cn such that

diam(/?~ (Sx + ■ ■ ■ + S )) < e and such that zQ is in p~ (Sx+ ■■ ■ + S ). In

particular, for every z ep~ (5,-1-h 5' ) we have ||z|| > 1 - 2e.

For I < i < p define Ti = n[l ,n]~ (S¡f)Cn ) which are slices of C. For

xep~\Tx + ---+Tp) we have ||jr[l ,«](x)|| > l-2e hence ||(Id-jr[l ,«])(x)|| <
1/2 _i 1/2

2-e     . For z, ,z2ep    (77,-1-1-77) we therefore obtain ||z,-z2|| < 4e    +e.

The proposition is proved.   □

Proposition II.4. Strong regularity is stable under G&-embeddings.

Proof. Let T: X >-> Y be a G6 -embedding into a strongly regular Banach space

y and C a closed, convex, bounded subset of A. By a classical result of Baire

[BR2, Proposition 1.9] the points y e 77(C) at which the restriction T~   to

77(C) is continuous form a dense Gs-subset of 77(C).

For e > 0 we may therefore find y e 77(C) and ô > 0 such that

T~ (77(C) f\ B(y ,S)) has diameter less than e, where B(y,S) denotes the

ball of radius ô around y.

By the norm-density of S.C.S-points in 7"(C) we may find slices Sx , ... ,Sn

of T(C) such that n~ (Sx+ •■■ + Sn) is contained in B(y ,0). Letting 77 =

T~ (5; n 7(C)) for 1 < / < n , we obtain slices Tx, ... ,Tn of C such that

the diameter of n~ (Tx + ■ ■ ■ + Tf) has diameter less than e. The proposition

is proved.

Remark II.5. Here are two other examples of properties stable under Gj-embed-

dings and /2-sums and hence stable under complemented boundedly complete

skipped blocking decompositions (see [GR] for details).

(Px)   Every operator from L    into A is a Dunford-Pettis operator, i.e.  its

restriction to L°° is norm compact.
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(Pf) No operator from L into A is a sign embedding T: L[ —► A is a sign

embedding if there exists S > 0 so that || Tf\\ > ô for each mean-zero

function / verifying |/| = 1 a.s.

On the other hand, the Radon-Nikodym Property (equivalently every opera-

tor from L into A is representable) is neither stable by Gg-embedding [GM1]

nor by boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition [BRI]. However,

we have the following.

Theorem II.6. If a Banach space X admits a complemented I -skipped blocking

decomposition into subspaces (Xfn with the R.N.P, then X has the R.N.P.

The proof is an adaptation of the arguments given in [BR1 ] for the case of

finite dimensional components. We shall need the following standard result:

Lemma II.7. Let Mn : [0,1 ] h-> A be a bounded martingale adapted to an in-

creasing sequence fLfff=x of o-algebras generated by finite partitions of [0,1]

into sets of positive Lebesgue measure m and let C be the closed convex hull of

{Mfw): tii€[0,l],«eN}.
For every slice S of C there is a set A c [0,1], m(A) > 0 and nQ e N such

that {Mn(w): w e A,n > n0} ç S.

Proof. If 5 is of the form 5 = S(x* ,a) = {x e C: (x ,x*) > Nx, - a} , where

x* G X*, \\x*\\ = 1 , a > 0 and AY„ = sup{(x,x*): x G C} . Find n0 G N

and an atom B of Xn   such that (Mn (w) ,x*) > Nx. - a/2 for w e B .

Consider the real-valued martingale (x* o Mn)n>no and let t > n0 be the

stopping time given by t(w) = n , if x* o Mn (w), x* o Mn +x(w), ... ,x* o

Mn_x(w) are greater than Nx. - a and x* o Mn(w) < Nx. - a and t(w) =

oo otherwise. Let A = {w e B: x(w) = oo} ; for w e A we get from our

construction that Mfw) e S for all n > nQ and we may estimate

m(B)(N-a/2) <  [ x*(Mn (w))dm = f x*(Mfw))dm
Jb J b

< m(A) • Nx. + (m(B) - m(A))(Nx, - a)

= m(B)(Nx. -a) + m(A)-a,

hence m(A) > m(B)/2 > 0.   o

Proof of Theorem II.6. Let <î > 0 be such that for every r, < sx + 1 < r2 < ■ ■ ■ <

rk < sk + 1 and xi e X[r¡ts¡] we have || £*=) x;|| < ô£*=] ||x,.||.

If A  fails R.N.P then there is a bounded simple-valued martingale Mn:

[0,1] h^ A suchthat, for we[0,l] and «gN, \\Mn+x(w) - Mn(w)\\ > 1 (see

[DU,p. 132]). Let C be the closed convex hull of {Mn(w): w e [0, l],n G N} .

By Theorem II. 1 above, X is strongly regular, hence there are slices 5,, ... ,

Sk of C such that diam(rc~'(5, + ■ ■ ■ + Sf) <ô/4 .

By the preceding lemma we may find sets Ax, ... ,Ak in [0,1], m(Aj) > 0,

and "0 G N such that, for n > n0 and 1 < / < k, Mn(w) e S¡ for w e Ai.
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For r < s denote by P. , the projection onto X[r, s]. Using the hypothesis

that, for every 5 G N, the range of P(X . has R.N.P it is routine to construct

by induction on  I < i < k , points wi G Ai and integers n¡, r¡, s¡ such that

ni > n0 and 1 rx <sx + x <r2< <rk < sk+x such that

\\(ld-P[riSi])(Mni+x(wi)-Mniwi))\\<ô/4.

We may estimate

*~lEMní+fWi)-k~lEMn<(W¿
í=l i=l

< Ö/4k   EWM«,+iK)-^,.K))
i=i

<ô(l -ô/4)-ô/4>ô/4.

On the other hand, k~l J2i=x Mn +x(wi) and k~l £\=] Mn (wf are elements of

rc"'(5. +--- + Sk), hence

k k

k~lEMni+fWi)-k~lÈMnSWiî    <Ô/4>
1=1 1=1

a contradiction, finishing the proof.   D

Remark U.S. By similar (even slightly simpler) arguments one obtains an anal-

ogous result to II.6 for P.C.P and C.P.C.P: If A admits an /'-skipped decom-

position into spaces (Xn)n having P.C.P (resp. C.P.C.P) then A has P.C.P

(resp. C.P.C.P). We shall give a better result in §IV.

III. UnIFORMIZING MAPS AND THE UNIFORM C.P.C.P.

If a Banach space A has the C.P.C.P, it is easy to see that for every closed

convex bounded subset D of A the set pc(D) consisting of the points of

continuity for the identity map Id: (D, weak) —► (Z>,|| ||) is weakly dense

in D. In general, and unlike the set of S.C.S points [GGMS], pc(D) fails

to be norm dense in D. Indeed, if D is the unit ball of l2 then pc(D) is

nothing else but the unit sphere. This is the reason why the P.C.P [GMS1] and

the C.P.C.P (§VI) are not stable under G&-embeddings nor under boundedly

complete skipped blocking sums while the property of strong regularity is stable

under such operations (see the proof of Theorem II.4).

To remedy this situation, we shall consider a case where pc(D) is dense in D

for a norm ||| ||| that is weaker than the original one || || but not much weaker

since we require that {x G A: ||x|| < 1} be ||| |||-closed. Here is the needed

concept.

Definition ULI. Let C be a closed convex bounded subset of a Banach space

X. We shall say that C has the uniform convex point of continuity property

(uniform C.P.C.P) if there is a semiembedding 5. A -» c0 such that for any
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closed convex bounded subset D of C the set 5(pc(D))  is norm dense in

S(D).

We shall say that the Banach space A has the uniform C.P.C.P if its unit

ball does. We may sometimes emphasize the operator involved, 5, and say that

(A, 5) has uniform C.P.C.P.

Remark III.2. In the case of the unit ball D of I mentioned above, note that

the unit sphere (or pc(D) ) is actually dense in D for the c0-norm. Actually,
2 2

this holds for any closed convex bounded subset of / .In other words (/ , 5)

has uniform C.P.C.P with 5 being the canonical injection into cQ. This will

follow from Theorem III.7 below.

Definition III.3. (i) An operator 5: A —► Y is said to be uniformizing if for

every convex bounded subset D ç X, e > 0, and y in S(D) there exists a

weak open set W in A with WnD^0 suchthat S(rVnD) is contained in

the ball B(y,e) centered at y with radius e.

(ii) It is said to be convex huskable if for every subset Del, and any e > 0 ,

there exists a weak open set W with W n D f= 0 and diam(S(W n D)) < e .

Remarklll.4. Denote by pc(5,D) the set of points of continuity for 5: (D,w)

—» (5(0), || ||). It is clear that 5 is convex huskable (resp. uniformizing)

whenever S(pc(S,D)) is nonempty (resp. is norm dense in 5(D)) for any

closed convex bounded D in A. It follows that any operator that is weak

to norm continuous on bounded sets (in particular any compact operator) is

uniformizing.

The proof of the following easy proposition is left to the interested reader.

Proposition III.5. Let S be a one-to-one operator from X into Y . The following

assertions are equivalent:

(a) A has the C.P.C.P and S is uniformizing.

(b) For any closed convex bounded subset D of X the set S(pc(D)) is norm

dense in S(D).

(c) For any closed convex bounded subset D of X, e > 0 and y in S(D),

there exists a weak open set W in X with Wf)D / 0, diam^nD) < e

and S(Wf]D) cB(y,e).

Remark III.6. It follows that a Banach space A has uniform C.P.C.P if and

only if A has C.P.C.P and there exists a uniformizing semiembedding of X

into c0. We shall now show that the "uniformizing condition" can be omitted

since it will be automatically satisfied. The following theorem is the main result

of this section.

Theorem III.7. Let X be a Banach space with the C.P.C.P and let K be a

countable compact space. Then every one-to-one bounded operator from X into

C(K) is uniformizing.
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The proof of this result will follow from a more general principle that we

emphasize since it might be of independent interest. The theorem itself follows

from III. 14.

Let A be a Banach space. For any bounded subset A of A*, denote by xA

the topology on A of uniform convergence on A . Atypical t4-neighborhood

of zero will then be a set of the form

V(A,e) = I x e X; sup |x*(x)| < e > ,    where e > 0.
I x"€A J

Definition III.8. Let D be a convex bounded subset of a Banach space A and

let A be a bounded subset of X*. We shall say that

(i) A is a uniformizing set for D if for every convex subset F Ç D, x in

F and £ > 0, there exists a weak open set W with W n F / 0 and

IVnF Cx + V(A,s).

(ii) D is (w - xf) convex huskable if for every convex subset F ç D

and £ > 0, there exists a weak open set W with W n F ^ 0 and

IVnF- WnF c V(A, e). Here " - " denotes the algebraic set difference.

Remark III.9. It is clear that (ii) is in general weaker than (i). Indeed, if xA is

generated by the norm (A = Ball(A*)), (ii) is then equivalent to D having the

C.P.C.P, while (i) requires that the points of weak to norm continuity pc(D) be

norm dense in D which does not hold even in / .

We shall summarize, in the following lemma, the various properties of uni-

formizing sets that are needed in the proof of the next proposition.

Lemma III.10. Let D be a convex bounded subset of a Banach space X and let

A be a bounded subset of X* then:

(a) If A is uniformizing for D, then A   is also uniformizing for D.

(b) Any finite set L in X* is uniformizing for D. Furthermore, AuL is

also uniformizing whenever A is.

(c) If B is a subset of A that is uniformizing for D and if D is (w - xf)

convex huskable, then for any convex subset F c D, x in F and e > 0,

there exists a weak open set W with WnF / 0, Wr\Fcx + V(B,e)

and WDF -IVnF cV(A,s).

The proof of Lemma III. 10 is straightforward and left to the reader.

We introduce one more definition: we say that B c A* is strongly uniformiz-

ing for D if B U K is uniformizing for D whenever K c X* is uniformizing

for D. Note that finite sets are strongly uniformizing by III. 10(b). We shall

now prove the following proposition.

Proposition III.ll. Let D be a convex bounded subset of a Banach space X

and let B be a w*-compact subset of X* such that D is (w - xf) convex

huskable. Suppose that there exists a w*-closed subset B0 of B such that BQ

is strongly uniformizing for D and such that every w*-closed subset L of B
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which is disjoint from B0 is also strongly uniformizing for D. Then B is

strongly uniformizing for D.

Proof. Let A be a it;*-compact subset of X*, uniformizing for D. Consider

A = B u A. It follows immediately from the hypothesis that D is (w - xA)-

convex huskable. Let AQ = BQ u A . Then A0 is uniformizing for D ; if L is a

it;*-closed subset of A such that L n A0 = 0, then L is contained in B and

is disjoint from BQ, thus it is strongly uniformizing for D by hypothesis. It

remains to show that A is uniformizing for D .

We may suppose without loss of generality that sup{|a(x - y)\ : a e A,

x,y e D} < 1 . Let C be a convex subset of D, let x G C, 6 e]0,1] and

set Ce = {y eC: y - x e V(A, 6)} . We need to show that for any 6 e]0,1],

there exists a weak open set W with IVnC ^ 0 and C n W c Ce .

Suppose not and let ô e]0, ±] such that:

( * )     For every weak open set W , C nW c C2S implies that C n W = 0 .

We shall work toward a contradiction. Note first that Lemma III. 10(c) ap-

plied to A0c A and Cs gives a weakly open convex set W such that

CsnW¿0,    CônW cx + V(A0,ô/&)   and

Csnw -cönw c V(A,ô2/%).

Let z be an element in Cs n W. By replacing z if necessary with an element

in the segment ]x, z[, we can assume that p = sup{|a(z - x)| : a e A} < ô.

Note that L0 = {a e A : \a(z - x)| > 5/4} is a «/-closed subset of A that

is disjoint from AQ by (**). It follows from the above discussion that L0 is

strongly uniformizing for D. Now let £ > 0 be such that:

(* * *) 2£ < S /8    and   p + 2e<S.

Choose an integer A so that 3/4 < l/N < è/2 . We can construct inductively

vectors z, , z2 , ... ,zN in F = C n W , convex weak open sets Wx, ... , WN

and pairwise disjoint «/-compact subsets L,, ... ,LN of A\AQ such that for

1 < J< N :

(i)   WjnF ±0 and W^F c z+V(A],e) where A¡ = AQöL0U-■ ■ULj_l ,

(ii)   zje(FnWf\C2S,
(iii)   L  = {a e A: \a(z  - z)\ > 2e} is strongly uniformizing for D .

Start with L0 . We have seen that L0 is strongly uniformizing for D, thus

A0 u L0 is uniformizing for D, hence there exists a convex weak open set Wx

such that (i) is verified with 7 = 1. (*) applied to W n Wx gives (ii). The set

L, = {a e A: |a(z,-z)| > 2fi} is «/-compact and disjoint from A0 because of

(i), hence L, is strongly uniformizing for D. The general step of the induction

is similar and is left to the reader.

Note that by (iii) we have for each 1 < j < N :

(1) sup{\a(Zj-z)\:aeA\Lj}<2e.
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Hence by the definition of p,

(2) sup{\a(Zj - x)\ : a e A\Lj} <2e + p.

Since z   ^ C2i we have

(3) sup{\a(Zj -x)\: a e A} > 25.

By (* * *) we have 2& + p <8 , hence (2) and (3) give

(4) sup{|a(z^. - x)\: a e A} = max{|a(z^. - x)\: a e LA.

Moreover, since L n LQ = 0 we have for 1 < j < N

(5) max{\a(z-x)\:aeLj}<ô/4.

Combining (5), (4) and (3) we obtain

(6) max{\a(zj-z)\:aeLj}>lö/4.

If we let z = N~ (z, + • •• + zN) we get

max{|a(z' -z)\:aeA}> 1Ô/4N - 2e(N - 1)/A > 7S2/16 - S2/S.

Hence

(7) max{|tf(z'-z)|:aG/l}>¿2/4.

To get the required contradiction, it is enough to prove that z  e Cs n W

because then by (**)   max{|a(z' - z)\: a e A} < ô /8 which contradicts (7).

Note first that by convexity z e C nW . Moreover,

(8) sup | \a(z -z)\:aeA\\jLj. 1 <2fi.

Hence

(9) sup I \a(z - x)\: a e A\\J Lj\ < 2e + p < â.

On the other hand for each 1 < j < N

(10) sup{\a(zj- z):aeLj}<l.

It follows that

(11) sup{|a(z' -z)\:ae L;} < ^ + -^A • 2£ < Ô/2 + Ô/8.

But since LQ n L. = 0

(12) s\xp{\a(z-x)\:aeLj}<ô/4.

(11) and (12) give

(13) sup{\a(z'- x)\: a e Lj} < S.
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Finally (13) combined with (9) gives that z e C&. This finishes the proof

of the proposition.

Remark III. 12. The above proof does not require the "uniformizing" and "husk-

ability" conditions on all convex subsets of D. Only the convex relatively

weak-open set in D are involved. We then obtain that B is uniformizing on

the convex relatively weak open sets in D.

Let A be a «/-compact subset of X*. As is classical we denote by A'

the derived set of A equipped with the «/-topology, that is the set of «/-

accumulation points of A ; let A = A and define for every ordinal a > 0,

A(a) = (A{ß))' if a = ß + 1  and A{"] = f]ß<a Am if a is a limit ordinal.

Corollary 111.13. Let X be a Banach space, K a w*-compact subset of X* and

D a convex bounded subset of X that is (w - xK)-convex huskable. If K is

strongly uniformizing for D for some ordinal a, then K is strongly uniformizing

for D.

Proof. We start by proving a weaker statement: if K(a) is finite then K is

strongly uniformizing for D. The proof works by transfinite induction on the

smallest a such that K(,ï) is finite. When a = 0 the set K itself is finite and

this case is given by III. 10(b). Suppose now that the property is true for every

ß < a and assume that A(,,) is finite. Then apply Proposition III. 11 to B = K

and B0 = K{,<). We have that BQ is strongly uniformizing for D, and if L

is a «i*-closed subset of B such that Ln B0 = 0 it follows that L{a) = 0,

therefore L is strongly uniformizing for D by the induction hypothesis; hence

K is strongly uniformizing for D by III. 11, and our first step is done.

Assume that A(") is strongly uniformizing for D. Apply again Proposition

III. 11 with B = K and BQ = KM . As before, if L is a «/-closed subset of A

such that LnBQ = 0 , we have L(t,) = 0 thus L is strongly uniformizing by the

first step and a last application of III. 11 shows that K is strongly uniformizing

for D.

Corollary III.14. Let T be a bounded linear operator from a Banach space X

into C(K) where K is countable. If T is convex huskable, then it is a uni-

formizing operator.

Proof. Apply Corollary III. 13 to the set A0 = {T*Sk : k e K) in A* and note

that since it is countable we have that Kf   is empty for a large enough a.

Remark III. 15. (a) It is clear that Corollary III. 14 implies Theorem III.7 since

pc(D) c pc(T,D) for any set D in A and any bounded linear operator.

Corollary III.16. (a) A Banach space X has uniform C.P.C.P if and only if it

has C.P.C.P and there exists a semiembedding from X into c0.

(b) A Banach space with P.C.P has uniform C.P.C.P.

Proof, (a) is immediate from Theorem III.7 while (b) follows from (a) and

Theorem IV. 1 of [GM2].
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IV.   JT   -TYPE DECOMPOSITIONS AND THE ITERATED JAMES-TREE SPACES
oo

We shall start by defining the concept of JT^-type decomposition. It is

done in such a way that it coincides with the notion of JT-type decomposition

whenever the factor spaces are finite dimensional.

Definition I V.l. A sequence (Xn)f=x of closed subspaces of a Banach space A

is called a JT^-type decomposition for A if:

(i) (Xn)f=x is a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking de-

composition of A with associated projections pn : X —> Xn verifying

PnPm = ° if m ¿ n ■

(ii) There is an injection 5: A —► cfl) and a partition of / into countable

subsets (In)f>=x such that

(a)   nn o 5 = Sopn = Sn for each n , where nn : cfl) —► cflj denotes the

natural coordinate projections, and

(ß)   for any x** in A** verifying nf o S**x** e cQ for each n e N and

liminf        ||7T** o5**x**|| = 0, there exists x G A, ||x|| < ||x**|| and

Sx = 5*V*.

5 will be called the JT^-injection associated to (Xf)n. We shall say that

(Xn)n is a compact (resp. uniformizing) JT^-type decomposition for X if in

addition the restriction of 5 to any finite sum of the Xn 's is compact (resp.

uniformizing).

For obvious reasons, we shall sometimes say that (Xn ,Sf)n is a JT^-type

decomposition for (A, 5). Note that 5 (as well as each Sn ) is automatically

a semiembedding of A (of Xn ) into cQ .

Remark IV.2. The JT^- and the JT-type decompositions coincide when the

factor spaces (X )   are finite dimensional. There is an obvious correspondence

between operators Sn: Xn —> I™ and the families of vectors (y'n)Jfx involved

in Definition 1.1 of a JT-type decomposition. The operator 5 becomes a JT-

injection (Theorem 1.7). In (ß), the condition n*f ° S**x** G c0 becomes

irrelevant whenever Xn is reflexive, or—a fortiori—finite dimensional.

As in the case of a JT-type decomposition (Proposition 1.3), the situation

becomes easier when we have a Schauder decomposition.

Proposition IV.3. Let (Xn)n be a Schauder decomposition for a separable Ba-

nach space X. The following conditions are then equivalent:

(a) (Xn)n isa JT^-type decomposition for X.

(b) There exists a semiembedding 5: A —► cfl) with nn o 5 = Sopn for all

n e N, such that the series Yff=xxn converges in X whenever xneXn,

supn ||Ej=1x(|| < oo and liminf^ ||5(xn)|| = 0.

Proof, (a) =r> (b) Let xn e Xn and let x** G A** be a «/-cluster point of the

partial sums sn = ¿~2"=i x¡ ■ Assumption (a) gives an x in A with ||x|| < ||x**||

such that Pn(x) = xn . Since (Xn)n is a Schauder decomposition we get that

(5 )   norm converges to x .
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(b) => (a) Let x** g A**, ||x**|| < 1 , such that n*f o S**x** e cQ . For n e

N, zn = ¿~2"=x n*n*oS**x** belongs to the norm closure of 5oQn(ball(A)) where

Qn = Yfi=\P, ■ Hence there is a unique sn e Q„(X) such that S(sn) = zn and

\\sn\\ < C where C is the basis constant of the Schauder decomposition. On the

other hand xn =sn-sn_x verifies the assumptions of (b), hence (sf)n converges

to some x in A with ||x|| < C. But since 5(x) = 5**(x**) belongs to the

closure of 5(ball(A)), we deduce that ||x|| < 1 since 5 is a semiembedding.

Remark IV.4. Note that (b) implies in particular that (Xfff=x is a comple-

mented boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition. However, unlike

the case where the Xn 's are finite dimensional, they can form a complemented

boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition which is not of the JT--

type, that is, without inducing the appropriate semiembedding into c0. (See

the space 5t7'oo constructed in §VI.)

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem IV.5. Let (Xf)n be a JT^-type decomposition for a separable Banach

space X .

(1) If each Xn  has P.C.P and the decomposition is compact then X has

P.C.P.

(2) If each Xn has C.P.C.P then X has C.P.C.P.

In both cases X has the uniform C.P.C.P.

We shall deduce the theorem from the following more precise result, com-

bined with Theorem III.7

Proposition IV.6. Let (X ) be a complemented skipped blocking decomposition

of a separable Banach space X with associated projections pn: X —► Xn verifying

pnpm = 0 if m t¿ n . Let S: X —» c0(\Jf=x In) be an injection such that Sopn =

nn o 5 = Sn , where the nn are the coordinate projections on the disjoint sets In .

Suppose that for any x** in X** verifying

(i)   n*f o S**x** = Snxn for some xn in Xn   (n= 1,2, ...) and

(»)   liminf^ooHVJI = 0

there exists x in X with ||x|| < ||x**|| and Pn(x) = xn for each n. Then:

(a) If S   is a semiembedding on Xn for each n, then S is a semiembedding

on X.

(b) If also each Sn is uniformizing on Xn for all n , then S is uniformizing

on X.

(c) If in addition each Xn has C.P.C.P for all n, then X has C.P.C.P as

well.

(d) If each Xn has P.C.P and Sn is compact for all n, then X has P.C.P.

It follows that if each (Xn,Sn) has uniform C.P.C.P then (X ,S) has uniform

C.P.C.P.
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Remark IV.7. (1) Hypothesis (i) in Proposition IV.6 is stronger than the corre-

sponding one in (ß) of Definition IV. 1 (for JT^-type decomposition). How-

ever, they become equivalent when each Sn is assumed to be a semiembedding.

(2) The hypothesis (i) in Definition IV. 1 is not needed for the stability of

C.P.C.P under JT^-type decompositions. We do not know if it is already im-

plied by (ii). Note that it is the case if the Xn 's form a Schauder decomposition.

(3) Note that even if each Sn is compact and each Xn has P.C.P, we only

obtain that 5 is uniformizing and not necessarily compact. To see that, it is

enough to take any JT-injection into c0 associated—by Theorem 1.10—to a

space with the P.C.P but which is not a separable dual.

Proof of Proposition IV.6. (a) is immediate. To prove (b), assume that W is

an open ball of cQ such that S(C) n W / 0 , where C is a norm closed convex

bounded subset of A. We shall show the existence of a weakly open set V of

A with VnC + 0 and S(VnC) ç W (i.e. S is uniformizing).

Note first that, modulo a translation and a multiplication by a scalar, we may

assume without loss of generality that C contains the origin and that W equals

the open unit ball of c0 .

Assuming our claim false we shall work towards a contradiction: By assump-

tion there is x, G C such that ||5x, || > 1. By the convexity of C and the fact

that C contains the origin we may find mx e N and 0 < X < 1 such that, for

z, = Ax,  in C, we have ||5z,|| < 1  and ||7tm 5z,|| > 1/2.  Find w, > mx,

such that ||^i|5z,|| < 2"   for n > nx and define the open convex set

Wx = {y g c0: \\nn(y - Szf\\ < 2~' and \\nn(y)\\ < 1 for n < «,}

which clearly contains Szx .

Assume that we have constructed elements z,, ... , zk in C, integers w, <

nx < m2 < ■■ ■ < nk and open convex subsets Wx, ... ,Wk of c0 such that, for

I < i <k,

(i)   l|5z,.||<l,
(ii)   ||^m5z,||>l/2,

(iii)   ||^n5z/|| < 2~' for n>n¡,

(iv)   Wi = ^_,n{y G c0: \\nn{y-Sz,)\\ < 2~' and \\nn(y)\\ < 1 for n < nf,

(v)   SzteWr

For the inductive step note first that Yff \ 5, is convex-huskable and hence

uniformizing on Yff\@X¡ by Corollary III. 14. Hence we can choose a weakly

open convex set Uk+l, Uk+X n C = 0, such that

(*) S(Uk+xnC)cwk.

This is possible as Wk depends only on (/„)„<„•

By assumption there is xk+x e Uk+X n C such that ||5xi:+,|| > 1. Noting (i)

and since by (iv) and (*) we have 11^x^,11 < 1 for n < «,, we may find a

suitable 0 < X < 1  and mk+x > nk such that for zk , = Xxk+X + (1 - X)zk ,
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(i) and (ii) hold true for i = k + I . Note that S(xk x) and S(zf) are in Wk ,

hence by convexity Szk+X e Wk . Finally find nk+x > mk+x such that (iii) holds

true for i = k + I and define Wk+X by (iv). Clearly (v) holds for i = k + I.

Note that rVk+x n5(C) is nonempty as S(zk+X) e Wk+X • This completes the

inductive step.

Let x** be a «/-cluster point of (zk)f=x in A**. Note that it follows from

(iv) and (v) that for every n elS and k big enough \\nnoS(zk+x - zk)\\ < 2~ ,

hence nnoS(zk) converges in c0 to n*f o 5**(x**). Since Sn = nnoS isa

semiembedding, there exists xn in Xn with n*f oS**(x**) = Snxn for n e N.

Similarly it follows from (ii), (iv), and (v) that

liminf||7/*5**(x**)|| = 0.
(Woo '

Hence from the hypothesis there is x g A such that 5(x) = S**(x**),

whence in particular 5**(x**) G cQ . This is contradictory to the fact that

liminf||^*5**(x**)||>l/2,
II—»oo '

which follows from (ii), (iv) and (v). This shows that 5 is uniformizing.

(c) To prove that A has C.P.C.P, let C be a closed convex bounded subset

of X. Assuming there is an £ > 0 such that for every weakly open set U with

[/ilC/0 we have diam(i7 n C) > e , let us work towards a contradiction.

Denote Qn = J2"=iP¡ and let (xk)f=x be a dense sequence in A. Denote by

Bk the closed ball of radius e/2 and centered at xk . We construct inductively

an increasing sequence of integers (nk)f=x and a decreasing sequence (Uf)f=x

of convex weakly open sets such that, for every k,

(i)  uknc¿0,

(ii) S(Uk)nS(Bk) = 0,

(iii)   sup{||5^(x)||:xGc/,nC}<ri-1,

(iv)   diam(QnfC) n Uk) < 2-k[sup{\\Pj\\: j < nk]~l .

We only give the inductive step: If (nfi<k and (Ufi<k are defined up to k,

note that UkC\C has diameter larger than e and therefore cannot be contained

in Bk+X . Choose xk+x e (Uk n C)\Bk+x . As 5 is a semiembedding, S(Bk+l)

is closed and Sxk+X £ S(Bk+x), we may find an open half-space Hk+X of c0

containing S(xk+X) and such that the closure of Hk+X is disjoint from S(Bk+x).

Let Ck = Uk nCnS~l(Hk+x) and find nk+x > nk such that

(a)   \\SpnkJxM)\\<l/2k.
Since the restriction to 5 of Q„    (A) is uniformizing and since the latter

"t+i
has C.P.C.P, we can find a convex weak open set Vk+X in Qn    (X) such that:

iß)   vk+xnQnkJCk)^0.

(y)   diam(F,+ 1 n Q„k , (Cf) < 2 *[sup{||pj : j < nk]  ' , and

(S)   SQ(Vk+xnQnkJCk)) c B(SQnk+fxk+x),l/2k).
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Let Uk+X = QnffVk+x)nS  ](Hk+x)n Uk . Note that (ß) implies that (i) is

verified: Uk+xnC f= 0 . (ii) is clear since Uk+X ç S~l(Hk+x). (iii) follows from

(a) and (a). While (iv) is a consequence of (y). This finishes the inductive

construction.

Now let x** G A** be in the nonempty intersection of the weak*-closures

of (Un n C)~, . We get from (iv) that p*fx** =xneXn and from (iii) that

liminfj|<*5=**(x**)|| = 0. _^

By the hypothesis, there exists x in A with 5(x) = S**(x**) e S(Uk) nc0 =

5( Uk ) for each k. On the other hand, there exists necessarily a k0 so that

5(x) G 5(5, ). This clearly contradicts (ii) and finishes the proof of (c).

The proof of (d) is similar to (c). It is enough to remove the convexity

assumption on C and to use the facts that A, © A2 © • • ■ © Xn has P.C.P. and

SQn is compact to get that for any closed bounded subset C of A, any e > 0

and any x in C, there is a weak neighborhood Vn with Vn n Q„{C) ^ 0>

diam(F„nß„(C))<£ and SQn(Vn n Qn(C)) ç B(SQn(x),e).   n

Actually the full strength of the compactness assumption on the factors Sn

is not needed. It is enough that Sn verifies the "uniformization condition" on

all and not only the convex bounded sets of Xn.   D

We now apply the results of this section to show that the spaces J^T^ n

constructed in [GM2] have uniform C.P.C.P for all n e N (in fact this holds

true for all countable ordinals). The space J+T^ , (or B^ ) was shown to have

the C.P.C.P in [GMS]. For the convenience of the reader, we shall summarize

below the properties of these spaces that are relevant to our study.

Theorem IV.8. For each integer n = 0,1, ... , there exists a Banach space—

denoted J+T^ n—with the following properties:

(a) JJoo,0 = l2-
(b) The dual-denoted JT^ n is separable for each n.

(c) The quotient JT*x JJfT^ „ is isometric to l2(T) where Y is uncount-

able whenever n > 1.

(d) For each n > 0,  J^T^     ,   has a JT^-type decomposition into sub-

spaces isometric to /2(-7»7700 n).

(e) For each n>0, J^T^ n has the uniform C.P.C.P.

(f) For each n > 0, J^T^ n+, can be mapped into l2 via the composition

of (n + 1) but not n   Gs-embeddings.

(g) J^T^ n fails the P.C.P for each n > 1.

(h) For n > 2, JtT^ n has no complemented boundedly complete skipped

blocking decomposition into reflexive subspaces.

We shall sketch here the construction of these spaces and we refer the reader

to [GM2] for more details.

Let r^ = UH=i^ and consider Sf = (A(,D()(e7- a family of couples

where each Xt is a Banach space and Dt a countable subset of the unit sphere
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of Xt. We will consider the elements of Dt as indexed by the immediate

successors of / in 77^ : i.e. Dt = {dt . : i G N}.

Denote by / (S?) and l2(Sf*) respectively the spaces C^2l€T   @Xt)¡   and

(S-er   @X*)h , and let j   be the canonical injection of Xt into / (Sf). If

5 = {tQ ,tx, ... , tn) is a segment in 77^ and y e ball(Ai ) define the atom as

to be
n-\

as,y = T,JtkKJ+J,Sy)>

then we say that 5 is the support of this atom.

Define for x* in l2(Sf*)

\iei

where the supremum is taken over all finite families (a¡)¡e¡ of atoms with

disjoint supports and let JT^ecf*) be the subset of / (A2?*) consisting of the

elements x* for which ||x*||yr ,^..) < +<x>. Finally define JfT^Sf) as the

closure of l2(%f) in the dual ofjT^äf).

For each n let Yn be the subspace of Jt T^ (A2?) spanned by the elements

on the «th level of the tree, i.e. Yn = [jt(Xl)]^=n. The following properties

were established in [GM2, §IV].

(1) y„ is isometric to the /2-sum of {j,(Xf: t e T^ , \t\ = n}.

(2) (Yf)n is a monotone shrinking Schauder decomposition of JfT^fAAtA).

(3) (y„)„ is a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking decom-

position of JfT^SA).

(4) There exists a Gs-embedding of JJJ&) into (£~, 0 !"„),,.

For our present purpose, we shall add the following

Proposition IV.9. (i) If the set Dt = {dt f°Zx consists of a normalized shrinking

monotone basis of X, for each t in T   , then the set D = {j,(d, ,): / g T,ie
J t   J OO KJ I v     t ,1 ' OO  '

N} forms a normalized shrinking monotone Schauder basis for JfT^Sf).

(ii) If the injections St: Xt —» cQ defined by Sí(Yff=xX¡dl ¡) = (Xi)fx are

Tauberian for each t, then (Yn)f=x isa JT^-type decomposition for JfT^faf).

(iii) If in addition A, has C.P.C.P for each t e T^, then JJJ^) has

uniform C.P.C.P.

Proof, (i) Enumerate D in a way that is compatible with the partial order:

j,(d, ¡) > jfds ) if (t > s) or (t = s and i > j ). That is we enumerate D

as (dn)f=x = (jt (dt i ))f=x such that for m > n we cannot have jtm{dtmim) <

jt (dt j ). It is clear that this makes a monotone basic sequence out of the

elements of D. Since the latter set spans a dense subspace of JfT^Sf), we

conclude that the elements of D form a basis. That the basis is shrinking

follows from (2).

w -
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To prove (ii) and (iii) we need the following lemmas which consist of ap-

propriate modifications of arguments used in [GM2]. The first is contained in

Lemma III.2 of [GM2]. We shall state it without proof.

Lemma IV.10. Suppose x = (xt)teT (with xt e Xt for every t e 77^) defines

a bounded linear functional on JT^Sf*). If x does not belong to JfT^SA),

then there exist a branch y and a real a > 0 such that for all k > 0, \\Qkx\\ =

llß^x'H > q. Here x' is the restriction of x to y and Qk is the projection on

the subspace spanned by the vectors supported on {s e y : \s\ > k}.

The following is a refinement of Proposition III. 1 .c in [GM2].

Lemma IV.ll. Let y be a branch of T^ , (nk)f=r¡ a sequence of integers such

that nk + 1 < nk+x for every k > 0 and let (uk)f=0 be a sequence of norm-one

vectors in JtT(M?) with (uk)f=Q supported by Sk = {y(nk + l), ... ,y(nk+x-l)}.

Let £ > 0 and (wk)fi0 be elements in X .   . such that: for all k elS,

d) \(wk,d;(nk+X))\<s2-k.

Setting xk = jy(„k){wk) + uk we then have \\ J2k=0akxkW - 1/4 -e for every

family {ak)k=x of real numbers verifying J2k=0ak = 1 .

Here d*(u +X] denotes the element of X*(n . biorthogonal to the element

dy,n +1) of the basis {dy[ x ¡)°lx of X. }. Note that (1) holds whenever we

have for all k elS:

(2) ||5^)«;,||Co<£-2-i.

Proof. We follow closely the arguments of [GM2, Proposition III. 1]: Find (y*k)

in JTJySA*), \y*k\ = 1, (y*,uk)=l such that y*k is supported by Sk . Let

pk = E (y'MJ)) > dju+iy) = (y*k > an ,o).
j=nk + \

where Tk = Sk U {y(nk)} u {y(nk+f}. We have \pk\ < 1. Let «* = pk d*{n¡¡+x)

and consider z* = -jy,n)v*k + y* e JTJfSf*). We have ||z^|| < 2 and

(z* ,aT Q) = 0. It follows that for every atom a :

\k=\ I \k=0 I

where a¡, i = 1,2, are atoms with support contained in some segment {y(nk),

••• ^y(nk+x - 1)}, therefore

À'

E«
k=0

kzk <2    J2a
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Finally

4-
A'

E«
k=0

kXk *   \Í2akZl>Í2 afUk + Jy(nk)(Wk)) )
U=0 fc=0 /

> 1

> 1

Jfakv¡,akwk
U=o /

E<w2_A
k=0

> 1

Proof of IV.9(ii). For each n e N, let Sn be the operator from Yn =

(E|,|=„ 0^,)/2 into c0 , defined by Sn((xt)t) = (5,(x,))|;|=n. It is easy to check

that Sn is also a Tauberian operator. We shall now verify that (Yn ,Sn)f=x is

a JT-type decomposition for (JfT  (Sf) ,S) where 5 is the operator

Note first that if x = (x()igr    (with x( G A, for every t e Ta

bounded linear functional on JT  (A3?*) that verifies

defines a

liminf ||5,,,(xj>Ci)v   y(nK"co 0

for each infinite branch y = (y(n))°f=x of T^, then x belongs to JfT^Sf).

Indeed, if not, we can find by Lemma IV. 10, a branch y and a real scalar

a > 0 such that ||o¿x|| = ||ß(.x'|| > a, where x is the restriction of x to

y.   Since liminf^^ ||5,(/¡)x'(n)|| = 0 then, for any e > 0, x   appears as a

sum EOO I , Ik=0xk where x.'k=0^k

{y(nk + i:

- jy(nk)\^k> + uk ' uk beinê supported by segments

y(nk+\ _ ')}   («;. + 1 < nk+x) and wk  being elements

< £2"   . Since the partial sumsin Xy(nk) verifying for each k, \(wk, dy{llk+x))

sK = ^2k=0xk are norm bounded, Lemma IV. 11 implies that (sk)k is actually

norm convergent. This clearly contradicts the fact that ||ô^x'|| > a > 0 for all

k.
Suppose now x** is any element in the dual of JToo(SA'*) verifying iCf o

S**x** e cQ . Since n*f o S** = S** o P**, where Pn is the projection on Yn ,

and since Sn is a Tauberian embedding, we can find xn in Yn so that Snxn =

n*f o S**x** = S*f o Pi*x**. It follows that x** has all its coordinates x( in

: 0, then liminf_ Jl^x^)^ = 0

e J T  (SA) by the above observation.

**      ** ,
xXt. If now liminf^^ ||7r**o5

for each infinite branch y , hence x

This finishes the proof of (ii).

(iii) follows immediately from (ii) and Theorem IV.5.

Proof of Theorem IV.8. Start with J+T^ 0 = /2,5: l2 -> c0 the canonical in-

jection and D = {en}n the unit vector basis of l2. Note that (f ,S,{en}n)

verify all the hypothesis in Proposition IV.9. Consider now the space JtTx , =

JJ^X^D^t e TJ  where each  A, = l2,  D, = {en}n  and  5, = 5.   By
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the above proposition, we get that (J^T^ x ,D = \JieTaoJt(L>t),S = (St)teToo)

also verify the same hypothesis. By induction, we can define JtT x =

J^T^X^D^J e Tx) where Xt = JfToon, and Dt is the set of its basis
elements.

Assertion (b) follows now from IV.9(i). (d) is implied by (ii) and (e) by

(iii). (f) is a consequence of (4) which was proved in [GM2, Proposition III.9].

(g) was proved for n = 1 in [GM1]. The rest follows from (d) since J.T^ ,

embeds in all JfT^ n for n > 1 . For (h) note that if for n > 2, Jt Tx n

has a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition into

reflexive subspaces (Ek)k , then by [GM2, Proposition III.9], there exists a G¿-

embedding 5 from J^T^ n into fffff=x@Ef)¡ . But the latter is reflexive and

separable, hence if R is any one-to-one operator from Çffff=x ®Ef)l into l2

we get that RS: AJfToon-* l2 is a G& -embedding which contradicts (f).

V. About the C t P.C.P and the R.N.P.—A counterexample

The following notion on dual Banach spaces was introduced and studied in

[DGHZ]:
A dual Banach space A* is said to have the weak-star Convex Point of Conti-

nuity Property (abbreviated C t P.C.P) if every weak star compact convex subset

C in A* has a point of continuity for the Identity:  (C ,«/)—> (C, || ||).

Note that this is the "dual version" of the C.P.C.P (the weak-star topology

replacing the weak topology). On the other hand, if one considers analogously

the "dual version" of the P.C.P (by leaving out the word convex in the above

definition) then one recovers the R.N.P in view of the results of Stegall [St2].

In [GMS1] and §IV, we gave examples of Banach spaces with the C.P.C.P

but failing the P.C.P. We show in the following that the "dual versions" of these

notions are also different, thus answering negatively a question of G. Godefroy.

This section is devoted to the proof of the following.

Theorem V.l. The dual JT* ofJames-tree space has the C t P.C.P while failing

the R.N.P.

Let JT denote the James tree space as defined in [LS] over the binary tree

T = (Jf=x{0,l}" . Denote A = {0, 1} which we identify with the set of infinite

branches of y of 77 and let nw: JT* ^ I (A) be the quotient map which

associates to each x* e JT* the limit values along the branches y g A, i.e.

nw(x*) = (limi!MOOx*(7(«))„eA.   Denote by nn: JT* >-> JT*  the restriction

map to the nth level Tn = {0,1}" of T and, for n < m , n[n ,m] = n -\-h

nm the restriction map to 77^ u ■ ■ • U Tm .

The next lemma follows easily from the analysis in [LS] (see also [GMS,

Lemma 1.2]).

Lemma V.2. For each x* in JT* we have:

IM-Oll/2(A) = ^m K(x*)||yr. = um sup||ä[ii>m](jc*)||/7,.
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In particular there exist no x* in JT*, scalars 0 < ß < a and an increasing

sequence of integers (nk)f=x such that for all k:

(1)     \\7lnk(x*)\\<ß,

W     11^.^,1^)11 ̂ Q-

Lemma V.3. Let C be a bounded (not necessarily convex) subset of JT* and

£ > 0 such that diam(nw(C)) < e. Then there is a weak-star relatively open

subset V of C such that diam(F) < 10£.

Proof. Modulo a translation of C we can assume without loss of generality

that

(1) 7rU!(C)Ç£ball(/2(A)).

Assuming that the assertion of the lemma is false, we construct inductively

a decreasing sequence (Vk)f=x of relatively weak-star open subsets of C and

increasing sequences (nk)f=x Amk)f=x , nx < m, < n2 < m2 < ■■ ■ such that,

for k e N and y* e Vk

(i)   IK,00II <2e for i<k,
(")   llV.m,]^)!! >4e for <<k-

The construction is straightforward: Let VQ = C and suppose Vi, ni, mt are

defined for i < k .

Choose x* G Vk_x . In view of (1) and Lemma V.2 there is an nk e N,

nk > mk_x , such that \\nn (x*k)\\ < 2£ .

Let Uk be a relative weak-star neighborhood of x* in C, Uk ç Vk_x ,

such that,   for every   y*   G   Uk,   ||ti   (y*)||   <   2e   and for   y*, z*   G   Uk,

\\*lQ*k]ty*-z*)\\<e-

As the diameter of Uk is greater than  10e there is y*k e Uk and mk > nk

such that ||n. m Ày*k)\\ > 4e . Let Vk be a weak-star relatively open subset of

Uk such that, for every y* e Vk , \\n[llk >mt](y*)|| > 4e .

This completes the induction step. By compactness the intersection C|~, Vk

is nonempty, but any x* in such an intersection will contradict Lemma V. 1. a

Remark V.4. Given a bounded set C ç JT*, one easily verifies that, for

£ > 0 there is a slice 5 of C, determined by some x** G JT**, such that

diam(nw(S)) < e. Hence by Lemma V.3 there is a weak-star open set V of

JT* such that the diameter of V n 5 has diameter less than 10e . Noting that

V nS is a relatively weakly open subset of C we see that Lemma V.3 implies

in particular the result of G. Edgar and R. Wheeler [EW] stating that J T* has

the P.C.P.
The proof of the next easy lemma is left to the reader.

Lemma V.5. Let D be a convex subset of the unit-ball of Hilbert space and let

a >0. If diam(D) >a, then sup{||x||: x e D} > inf{||x||: x G D} + a2/8 •

Now we can prove that:  JT* has Ct P.C.P.
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Indeed, let C be a convex subset of the unit ball of JT*. If the claim were

false, then by Lemma V.3 we could find a > 0 such that for every weak-star

relatively open subset V of C, diam(nw(V)) > a. By Lemma V.5 there is

ß > 0 such that for every relatively weak-star open V ç C

(2) sup{||7r(„(x*)|| : x* G V} > inf{||^,(x*)|| : x* e V} + ß .

We now construct inductively a decreasing sequence (Vk)f=x  of relatively

weak-star open subsets of C, an increasing sequence (rk)f=x  in [0,1] and a

sequence (nk)f=x in N, such that

(i)   rk+x -rk > ß/3 for JteN,

(ii)   | \\nn¡(y*)\\ - r,.| < /?/10 for i < k and y*eVk.

Let VQ = C, nQ = 0, rQ = 0 and suppose Vj, n¡ and rj are chosen for

i < k. We infer from (2) that there is x* G Vk_x and rk e [0,1] such that

||7tn (x*)|| = rk and rk - rk_x > ß/3. By Lemma V.2 there is nk > nk_x

such that \\\nn (x*)|| - rf < y?/10 and we may choose a relative weak-star

neighborhood Vk of x* in C with Vk ç V~k_x such that for every y* e Vk ,

I \\nn {y*)\\ -rk\ < A/10. This completes the induction step. Again f|£i, Vk is

nonempty, whence we arrive—in view of Lemma V.2—to a contradiction.

To finish the proof of the theorem, it is enough to recall that JT* is not

separable [LS], hence it does not have the R.N.P. [St2].

Remark V.6. The following duality theorem was proved in [DGHZ]: The dual

A* of a separable Banach space has C „ P.C.P if and only if A is a Phelps

space: that is every equivalent Gateaux differentiable norm on A is Fréchet

differentiable on a dense set. On the other hand, it is well known [St2] that X*

has R.N.P if and only if A is an Asplund space: that is all equivalent norms on

A are Fréchet differentiable on a dense set. The above result shows that JT is

then a Phelps space which fails to be an Asplund space.

VI. A STRONGLY REGULAR BANACH SPACE FAILING THE C.P.C.P

This section is devoted to the construction of the following counterexample.

A set which is strongly regular while failing C.P.C.P was constructed simultan-

uously in [AOR]. The present example was also presented in [S3].

Theorem VI.l. There exists a Banach space—denoted St T^—with the following

properties:

(a) 5 T   fails the C.P.C.P.V     / *       OO    J

(b) 5,77^ has no JT^-type decomposition into reflexive subspaces.

On the other hand

(c) Its dual-denoted ST^-is separable.

(d) The quotient ST^/StTœ is reflexive.

(e) Its double dual ST^ is strongly regular.

(f) 5t 7^ has a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking decom-

position into Hilbert spaces.

(g) There exists a G ¿-embedding of S ̂ T^ into I .
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We start by constructing a set which is strongly regular but failing the C.P.C.P.

The space St T^ will be obtained by a suitable interpolation procedure.

Let again 77^ be the infinite tree U^Lo ̂ " an(* denote by <? the origin of

the tree. Let T{f be the nth level of the tree, i.e. Tf = {t e T^: \t\ = n)

where n e N. Let X = (X^o0/ (7^))c , that is the Banach space

X (^W«, '■ n*n2 = sup E W2 < °°and lim E w2 = 0 > .
"    \t\=n '    \t\=n J

Let K be the subset of A** = (Yff=o 0 / (7^))/    consisting of all functions

z on r^ satisfying:

(i)   *, = 1.
(ii)   z, > 0 for all ? in 7^ ,

(iii)   4,«2,...,«t)^^+l=14.«2,...,«,+1) fora11 (»t,«2,.•-.«*) in 7^.

Proposition VI.2. The set K is a w*-compact convex subset of X** verifying

the following properties:

(a) KQ = KnX is a closed convex bounded subset of X failing the C.P.C.P.

(b) The expression (x\y) = lim^^ ¿~2iti=„xtyt is well defined for each x,y

in K and extends to all vectors in the norm closed linear span Y of K

in X   .

(c) If n   denote the quotient map from   X**   onto   A**|A,   we have
1 II

\\n(x)\\x--ix = (x|x)      for all x in  Y.  Hence Y\X is isometric to

Hilbert space.

(d) K is strongly regular.

Proof, (a) We shall show that every relatively weakly open subset of A0 has

diameter equal to %/2. For that let x G KQ and let A be a finite subset of 77^ .

For £ > 0, consider the weak neighborhood of x in KQ

VA¿x) = {teK0:\x,-it\<eVteA}.

As the elements with finite support in A* = (D^Lo©' (-T»))/, are dense in

X*, the family V4 fx) forms a relative weak neighborhood base of x in A0 .

Hence it is enough to show that for each x, A, e as above

diam(^£(x)) = \/2.

There is no loss in generality in assuming that A is full, i.e., t e A and s < t

implies s e A .

Find n large enough such that for each te A, the length |/| is less than n .

We shall first show that there is ¡A e KQ such that £; = x, for / e A (whence

in particular £ G VAfx)) and £||(=/| |£|2 = 1.
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Fix k eN such that it does not occur in any component of t = (kx , ... , kf ,

where te A . We shall define £ inductively on the levels 77^ . Let £, = 1. For

i = 1 let

m - E
teA,\t\=\

By assumption m.<l. Define £ on T    by

K = *,
•{*>/i 2,1/2

U

if te A, \t\ = l,

elsewhere on T

,i
Let Bx = (77, n v4) U {/c} , which is a finite subset of T^ .

Suppose now that £ is defined on Tx, ... , Tff   and that there is a subset
ni- 1 v,1-1

B¡_x ç T^    such that ^ vanishes outside of 7^  \5(._, . For every s e B¡_

let
2

OT5  = E   *,•
t€A,\t\=i,l>s

By assumption, w5 < x2. Define £ on 77^ by

' £, = x, if te A, \t\ = i,

•  ^,A} = (l-«2)'/2   if*eÄ,

Define 5,. = (7^ nA) U{{s,k,}: s €5,..,}.

Continue this inductive process up to i = n and define £( to be zero on 77^

for i > n . One easily verifies that Ç is an element of A0 with the desired

properties.

Now let ¿;(l) and cf2) besuchthat:

'i-i '

elsewhere on 77'

.(i)
for teT\Tc

is    forseBn

n+i

r-n+l

b(I)      _b(2)
••{5,1}   -Ç{5,2}   -

¿:,(1) = o

I ¿,(2) = o

Again (f    and £l    are in K0, they coincide with x on A and

for teTff , t not of the form {5,1} with seBn,
„n + l

for t e T^   , t not of the form {s, 2} with s e Bn.

Hi
m

1/2

:(2),2 v5,

as £(1) and if ] have disjointly supported /2-masses 1 on the level Tffx .

The reverse estimate is implied by observing that the whole set A0 has di-

ameter -J2 . Hence diam(F4 £(x)) = \f2.
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The proof of (b) consists of a simple application of the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality:

OO

E    Xtyt= E ¿^   X(k,,-,k„+l)y(kl,...,kn+{)
\t\=n+\ (k.k„)er» kn+l = l

/     oo oo

-    E    , E x(kt,...,k„+¡) E %,,...,*„+,
(fc,.kn)€T"  \k„+i = l k„+l = l

-           E X(kl,...,k„+l)y(kl,...,kn+l)=  ¿^Xtyf
(k,.kn)€T" \t\=n

Hence (x\y) exists as it is the limit of a decreasing sequence of positive num-

bers.

In particular, for x G K the norms of x restricted to T^f converge towards
/    i    \l/2(x|x)     .

Now let y be the norm-closed linear span of K in X** equipped with the

norm inherited from A**. Then for £, n e Y we still may define

(çj|r,)= lim £í,i,,.
n—»oo *—'    '   '

\l\=n

Indeed if £ = ^2¡=x X¡x¡ and r\ = J2¡=x P¡yt are in the linear span of K, then

k       I

1=1 ;=l |r|=«

To go from the linear span of K to the norm-closure in A**  simply observe

that for £, n e X** and n e N

E<U^Hx»Mx"

which easily implies assertion (b).

To prove (c) of VI.2, note first that Y contains A as the span of A0 is norm-

dense in A. The above formula implies that the norm in Y/X is defined by

an inner product, hence Y/X is isometric to Hilbert-space.

For (d) we first note that /   does not embed in the space Y since it clearly

does not embed in neither A = (£^=i ©/2(rJ)Co nor YIX = ^^ ■ That K

is strongly regular follows from the following general fact.

Proposition VI.3. Let K be a w*-compact convex subset of the dual of a sepa-

rable Banach space Z . The following properties are then equivalent:

(a) A is strongly regular.

(b) There exists no family (es)s€[0 X]  in K that is equivalent to the unit

vector basis of I ([0,1]).
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This proposition is well known in the case where K is the unit ball of Z*

(see [P and B2]). This "local version" can be obtained with the same methods

without any additional difficulty. We refer the reader to [GGMS and S3] for

more details.   D

We now proceed with the construction of the space. Denote by W the

symmetric closed convex hull of A0 in A . The space St Tx will be the inter-

polation space associated to If in I by the method of [DFJP]. That is

S.T00 = \xeX: |||x|||=ff>||2j     <col,

where ||x||n is the gauge of the set Un = 2nW + 2~/!ball(A) for each n =

1,2,.... Let j : 5„ 77^ —► X be the identity mapping.

We shall now verify the properties (a)-(g) of SfT^ claimed in Theorem

VI. 1.

To prove (a) note that A0 ç ¡(ballySJJ) ç Ç\n(2n W + 2~n ball(X)).

It follows that L0 = j~ (Kf) is a closed convex bounded subset of 5^,77^ .

Since j*(X*) is norm dense in (S^T^f = STx [DFJP, Lemma 1 (iii)], we

get that j defines a homeomorphism between L0 and KQ for the respec-

tive weak topologies. So for a relatively weak open subset U of L0, j(U)

is relatively weakly open in A0, hence diamx(j(U)) = sf2 and therefore

diams TJfJ) > V2\\j\\~l , which clearly shows that 5.7^, fails the C.P.C.P.

(b) follows immediately from (a) and Theorem IV.5, which in fact shows

that 5^7^ does not have a JT^-type decomposition into spaces with C.P.C.P.

(c) is an immediate consequence of the fact that A* = (S^°o0/ (7^))/ is

separable and that j*(A*) is norm dense in 577^ .

(d) By Lemma l(xiii) of [DFJP], the space ST^/S^T^ is isometric to a

subspace of the space ZQ obtained by applying the interpolation construction

to A0 = A*7A and WQ = n(W*), where W* is the w*-closure of W in X**.

Since W* ç conv(Au (-K)) we have that %(W*) is contained in the Hilbert

space Y/X. It follows that IVQ is relatively weakly compact and Z0 is reflexive

[DFJP, Lemma l.ivj. In fact, it can be shown that in this case ST^/S^T^ is

isometric to Hilbert space.

(e) Note that /, embeds neither in St T^ (since its dual is separable) nor in

ST^/S^T^ (since it is reflexive). It follows that /, does not embed in ST^ .

In particular, the latter space is strongly regular by Proposition VI.3.

(f) For each n , let Sn be the natural projection of A onto (¿Z,m<„ © l2(Tm)) ■

Note that (Sn)n is a monotone shrinking Schauder decomposition for A such

that Sn(W) ç W for each n.  It follows from [DFJP, Lemma l.ix] that the

projections Pn = j~ SJ form a monotone shrinking Schauder decomposition

for ST   .  Note that j is an isometry between E   = (P - P   ,)(S T  ) =
*    oo J J n v    n n—\)K    *    oo'
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j~ (I (T^f)) and / (77^). It remains to show that (Ef)n is a boundedly com-

plete skipped blocking decomposition for St T^. We shall start by showing

that

ball(5,roo)= {z"eball(SO: BlEAO; = 0
\t\=n

|z**Gball(5r): liminf£(/VV = 0[ *
{ \'\=n J

First note that

j**(ball(ST*J)çf)(2"w + 2-"Bx)
n

Ç p)(2" conv( A U -A) + 2~nBx.. )CY,

n

so for each z** e ball(577* ),

JlïïS, E j (z h = 0 (z >\j (z ))
\t\=n

exists and hence the last two proposed expressions for ball(5t 7*^) are equal. On

the other hand, if z** e ball(57^) and ümB^M£|/hJ|(/*(Of)2 = °. then

j**(z**) e X , hence z** G 5.77^ [DFJP, Lemma l(iii)] (j is Tauberian!) and

our claim is proved.

Assume now (nk)k is a strictly increasing sequence of integers and for every

k > 0 let zk be an element of 5,7^ supported by Zk = En +1 © ■ • • © En   _,

such that the partial sums (££=ozA:)a: are in the unit ball of 5% 7*^ . Let z** be

a weak*-limit of (5Z/t=o zk>K m tne unit ^a^ °^ ^^oo ■ Since j**(z**) vanishes

on the level nk for each k, we get that liminfn^ooTffl, t,=nj**(z*f) =0. If fol-

lows from the above that z** belongs to 5^7*^ and that the series Çfflk=0zk)K

converges in 5,77^. Hence (Zf)k is a boundedly complete Schauder decom-

position of its closed linear span.

(g) This follows immediately from (f) and Proposition III.4 of [GM2]. In this

case the Gs -embedding may be chosen to be Toj , where 77: (Yff=Çi®l {T^f))

-QT=o©/2(0/2 is defined by T((x,),eTJ = ^"'"x,),^ •

Remark VI.4. It is clear that the space S„ 7*^ contains no subspace isomorphic

to /, . On the other hand, we do not know whether it contains ln 's uniformly.

In view of the recent work of Pisier and Xu [PX] one may ask whether St 7*^

has type 2.

Remark VI.5. Unlike 5.7*   , the space 7/    was not constructed as an in-
♦    oo *    oo

terpolation space [GM1]. However, one may use such a procedure to construct

spaces with the same topological properties as Jt T^ and probably (as suggested
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by the work of Pisier-Xu mentioned above) with an improved "local structure".

Indeed, first note that the natural injection S: J^T^ —> c0(roo) is clearly a

Tauberian embedding (Remark 1.9 and Proposition IV.9). Consider now the

set L0 of Jt 7*^ equal to the norm closed convex hull of the atoms as 0 where

5 is any segment starting at tf>. Let L be its weak*-closure in JT^. It is clear

that its image in ¡^(T  ) is the set of all functions z on 77^ verifying:

(i)   z0=l,

(ii)   z;>0 Wg77,

(iii) i(,lA^)>E^i'(^,..ÄÄtl) ^p^.-.«*)^»-

Analogous to the case of 5„ Tx , we shall call this set A . It is easy to see

that K0 = K nc0 = S(LQ). Since 5 is Tauberian, it follows immediately from

what was established for 7,7^ in [GM1] and [GMS] that A2 has C.P.C.P

while failing the P.C.P. These properties of KQ were also reproved in [AOR]

where this set is studied under the name of STS.

As in the case of 57*^ , one can consider the interpolation space associated to

KQ . This will coincide with the interpolation space [Jt T^ , c0]e , where 6 =

1/2 and q = 2 . Since the injection from [7,7*^ ,c0]g -+ c0 is also Tauberian,

it is easy to check that this new space has the C.P.C.P and a boundedly complete

skipped blocking decomposition into Hubert spaces, while failing the P.C.P.

Again, it is probable that [/ T   , cn]„ „ has better "local properties" than 7, T
*      OO \J   u )Q *      OO

and we may ask whether it has type 2.

The same question applies to the space [J,T,c0]g (i.e. when T is finitely

branching). Note that the same reasoning as above shows that it has the P.C.P

but fails the R.N.P.
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